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Hey! This is Philip with the 1st Monday trade idea of the Profitable Forex Newsletter!

Long EURUSD on double bottom

Today we are looking to buy EURUSD around the current levels close to 1.1600 with a
target toward the 1.1650 area.
EURUSD confirmed the Friday low this morning (on the 1-hour chart) by forming a
bullish engulfing candlestick pattern at the support. Momentum indicators such as the RSI
and the Stochastic confirm the bullish signal with the formation of bullish divergence at
this second bearish attempt.
The 1.1650 area looks like a good target for a rebound near-term because the 38.2%
Fibonacci retracement is in this area as well as the weekly and monthly pivot points (for
this week and month). The current levels offer good risk-reward on buy trades.
Note that this trade idea is of short-term nature and it should work in the following 1 - 2
days (if it will work).
Entry: Around current levels 1.1597 (A push through 1.1600 would likely result in
an acceleration of the bullish move)
Stop loss: Below the 1.1569 low
Target: 1.1650 - 1.6660
Also keep in mind that the 1.1630 level is minor resistance, so if the price action struggles
around this level it will be prudent to close a part of the position even before reaching the
1.1650 target. This is protection in the case of the bullish move reversing unexpectedly.

Stay tuned as I will be sending another trade idea soon!
If you have any questions or feedback, don't hesitate to reply to this email.
Thank you!
Best Regards,
Philip
Senior Forex Manager
FX Trading Revolution
w: www.fxtradingrevolution.com
e: philip@fxtradingrevolution.com
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Hey! This is Philip with the 2nd Monday trade idea of the Profitable Forex Newsletter!

Long CADJPY on NAFTA progress

We think there could be further upside potential in CADJPY this week amid the NAFTA
deal that was reached by the US and Mexico and finally joined by Canada earlier today.
The hurdles in the renegotiation of NAFTA was the main factor that kept CAD on the
weak side, and now when that is removed there could be some strong bullish CAD
potential.
The JPY, on the other hand, remains among the weakest major 8 currencies due to risk
appetite and yield differentials.
We are looking to trend-trade CADJPY on the intraday charts such as the 30-min
timeframe.





Entry: Around current levels (89.00) in order to join the trend
Stop loss: Keep it tight, below 88.60. In a trend-trade like this one, the stop can
also be trailed higher as the price is moving higher.
Target: 200 pips higher - toward the 91.00 resistance area. Closing parts of the
position on the way to the target is also a prudent strategy in trend trading to
protect profits.

If you have any questions or feedback, don't hesitate to reply to this email.
Thank you!
Best Regards,
Philip
Senior Forex Manager
FX Trading Revolution
w: www.fxtradingrevolution.com
e: philip@fxtradingrevolution.com
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Hey! This is Philip with another trade idea of the Profitable Forex Newsletter!

Waiting to buy EURCHF after the Italy-related
dust settles
The EURCHF was driven lower in recent weeks/months by Italian politics and other riskoff drivers (Turkey), but the long-term fundamentals remain largely aligned for a
continuation of the uptrend we saw for the most part of last year.
The daily and weekly charts of EURCHF look like a bottom is currently forming around
the 1.1200 area and there are more and more signs of that being the case.
Earlier today, the Euro was falling again amid news headlines related to the higher than
expected Italian budget (2.4% vs 2.0%), but the move has already been half reversed as of
this moment. Italian Prime Minister also confirmed today that leaving the Euro is not an
option for Italy, so from that perspective, worries for Italy leaving the EU are unfounded.
Recent positive comments from ECB officials (including President Draghi) saying that
they expect inflation to continue higher also suggests that the fundamentals may start to
turn again in favor of the Euro.
Long EURCHF was one of the safest and most profitable trades in 2017, but it hasn't
worked so well in 2018 although the fall has only been a retracement to the bullish swing
of 2017.
The technical suggest we should wait a while longer before entering EURCHF for a move
higher toward 1.2000 again.
Particularly, as shown on the chart below, there is a falling resistance trendline on the
daily chart that has stopped further advances above 1.1400. On the other hand, the bullish
channel is working as a counter force to the falling trendline and is providing support near
1.1300.

Thus EURCHF for the moment finds itself in a range between 1.1300 and 1.1400, but the
breakout point appears to be near.
Looking to buy the pair on a bullish breakout of the falling resistance trendline is likely to
result in a profitable trade as it will open the way toward 1.2000. Also note that 1.1500
will be minor resistance on the way higher.
Entry: Wait for a bullish breakout above the falling resistance trendline (1.1400
resistance area).
Stop loss: In case of a breakout above 1.1400 resistance, look to place the stop below
the 1.1400 - 1.1350 area which will be support in that case.
Target: Longer-term target is 1.2000. An immediate move to the 1.1500 resistance is
likely in this "bullish breakout" scenario and 1.1500 would be the first good
technical level to take some profits at.

The weekly EURCHF chart is also interesting and shows how the longer-term picture
could potentially unfold.

Of course, the main risks to long EURCHF positions remain risk-off market moves and
worsening of risk sentiment for whatever reason (particularly risk sentiment related to
Europe).
If you have any questions or feedback, don't hesitate to reply to this email.
Thank you!
Best Regards,
Philip
Senior Forex Manager
FX Trading Revolution
w: www.fxtradingrevolution.com
e: philip@fxtradingrevolution.com
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Hey! This is Philip with another trade idea of the Profitable Forex Newsletter!

Long EURJPY looks good amid risk-on

We are seeing bottoming and bullish signs on the daily and 4-hour charts of EURJPY.
Notably, EURJPY yesterday retested the broken 131.00 resistance which is now support.
The 4-hour chart looks like a retracement has been completed and EURJPY is ready to
push higher toward 133.00. However, we recommend taking some profits at the 132.00
zone first as this resistance could push the price lower for another bearish attempt. 132.05
is the weekly pivot point for this week so it's highly likely that it will be reached.
The ISM Non-Manufacturing PMI from the US today beat expectations substantially
(61.6 vs. 58.0) and that supports further risk-on mode (which is JPY negative). The ADP
report was also strong so all arguments seem aligned for a strong jobs report tomorrow
(NFP and wage growth) which should further boost risk apptetie.
The current levels offer a nice opportunity to enter long EURJPY and ride the risk-on
move.
Entry: Around current levels (131.65)
Stop loss: Below the 131.25 low on the 1-hour chart. A slightly wider stop below today's
low (130.95 - which is also the monthly pivot point) can also be used and will provide
more breathing room for the trade
Targets:



1st target at 132.00 - Take partial profits here
2nd target toward 133.00 (note that this will require some stronger bullish



momentum and a few days to materialize)
Also note that 132.50 will likely also be resistance on the way to 133.00.

If you have any questions or feedback, don't hesitate to reply to this email.
Thank you!
Best Regards,
Philip
Senior Forex Manager
FX Trading Revolution
w: www.fxtradingrevolution.com
e: philip@fxtradingrevolution.com
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Hey! This is Philip with another trade idea of the Profitable Forex Newsletter!

Buy EURAUD and EURNZD into NFP today

This trades can be treated as short-term (held only today) but these two pairs are likely to
continue moving up next week too as the Euro is in a better position than AUD and NZD.
Thus, regarding the NFP release later today, the Euro should do better than either AUD
or NZD, regardless of whether NFP surpasses or misses expectations. Without trading
USD pairs we are protected from the risk of the event itself and we can trade a currency
pair which is likely to react in a certain way.
EURUSD is likely to fall much less than AUDUSD or NZDUSD in the event of a
stronger NFP (stronger Dollar) and is also more likely to rise much more in the event of
the NFP missing the expectations (weaker Dollar).
Regarding the longer-term picture for EURAUD and EURNZD, the ECB is set to tighten
policy gradually over the next year while both the RBA and RBNZ are expected to remain
on hold throughout 2019. This divergence will likely drive EURAUD and EURNZD
higher over the coming weeks, but we'll explore that in more detail in another trade idea
email next week.

For now, let's focus back on the short-term:
EURAUD rose today but has now retraced all of the gains for the day. Overbought
conditions have been eased therefore as noted by the RSI and the FxTR
overbought/oversold indicators on the chart.
EURUSD is looking like it's in a bottoming process while the bearish momentum on
AUDUSD is still very strong. EURAUD is a product of EURUSD and AUDUSD, so
look for EURAUD to reach the daily highs around 1.6300 again after the NFP.
The case is similar with EURNZD so the same reasons hold true. We are looking for
EURNZD to extend gains about 1.7800 today.
By their short-term nature, these trades can be closed a few hours after the release of

the NFP regardless of whether they are in profit or not. The probabilities are in
favor of a bullish reaction to the NFP.
Stops can be placed below 1.1.6250 for EURAUD and 1.7750 for EURNZD.
Charts are shown below.

If you have any questions or feedback, don't hesitate to reply to this email.

Thank you!
Best Regards,
Philip
Senior Forex Manager
FX Trading Revolution
w: www.fxtradingrevolution.com
e: philip@fxtradingrevolution.com
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Hey! This is Philip with another trade idea of the Profitable Forex Newsletter!

Look to buy EURJPY with a tight stop today

Despite the stop being hit on our long EURJPY trade last week, the buy side still remains
like a better way to play the pair in the current technical and fundamental market
environment.
For starters, note that EURJPY today tested the 130.00 key psychological support and
although the price pushed through this level, the price has now recovered back above it.
130.00 is not only a psychological price level for EURJPY at this point, but there is lots of
solid support also:

1. The broken falling trendline on the daily chart is being retested from the other
side. A successful retest can result with the onset of the next bullish leg higher.
2. The support trendline of the most recent downward channel also coincides in this
area. This channel is better visible on the 4-hour chart and can be helpful in
determining the early signs of a bullish reversal here.
3. A confluence of Fibonacci retracements of the 38.2% and the 61.8% is also in
exactly this same area.
For the above reasons, taking a long trade on EURJPY at the current levels close to
130.00 provides a good opportunity from a risk-reward point of view since we can use a
tight stop of just below 130.00 as follows:



Entry: Near 130.00 (around current levels)



Stop: Below 130.00, 129.75 can be used as a precise level to allow breathing
room for the trade.



Targets:

1. 1st target - 1 quick move to 131.00 area
2. 2nd target - bullish breakout above 131.00 after which a move to 133.00 can
be targeted but that's a trade that will take longer to materialize.

Note that the main downside risks for this trade remain:



a sudden change in risk sentiment (broad risk-off for some reason in which case
JPY strengthens)
or further Euro weakness related to the situation in Italy or something of this
nature.

If EURJPY pushes through 130.00 convincingly, then further significant downside
will probably be in store for the pair, with 128.00 standing as the next likely level to
be reached. Thus in such a case, trading it from the short-side can also be
considered, but for the moment that seems not very likely as the fundamentals at the
moment are not supportive of that.

If you have any questions or feedback, don't hesitate to reply to this email.
Thank you!
Best Regards,
Philip
Senior Forex Manager

FX Trading Revolution
w: www.fxtradingrevolution.com
e: philip@fxtradingrevolution.com
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Hey! This is Philip with another trade idea of the Profitable Forex Newsletter!

Prepare to buy GBP on prospects for a Brexit
deal to be reached
We are looking to buy GBP against the weakest currencies of the major 8 in the Forex
market on the prospects for a Brexit deal to be reached between the EU and the UK.
However, unless you are already long GBP, I would recommend not chasing this latest
rally higher, as the headlines are very noisy and any new slightly negative headline later
this week can result in a sharp retracement across all GBP pairs.
GBP is broadly up today on reports from diplomats that the EU and the UK have moved
closer to reaching a deal. But, for the moment there is no confirmation from political
figures and until that happens, GBP is unlikely to rally with its full power.
If a deal between the EU and the UK is struck, there will be additional opportunities to
join as the move will be likely large.
So which pairs would be the best to express GBP bullishness at the moment?
The overall analysis suggests that GBPNZD and GBPAUD as well as GBPCHF and
also GBPJPY to a lesser degree, look like the most attractive pairs to express GBP
bullishness.
Long GBPUSD could also be a good trade, but the strong USD, for now, is capping
stronger gains. Ultimately, whether GBPUSD or GBPJPY is a better trade will depend on
where USDJPY is headed over the coming weeks.
The fundamentals and the technicals at the moment point that USDJPY should continue to
move higher sooner or later due to risk-appetite and rising interest rates in the US.
Thus, from this perspective GBPJPY would be a better trade than GBPUSD to express
GBP bullishness.
I would recommend that traders look to position long on these 4 pairs (particularly

GBPNZD and GBPAUD) in the coming days and weeks on bullish signals to buy the
dips (retracements).
Significant upside potential is ahead for these pairs (upside of 300-400 pips minimum
in case a Brexit deal is reached). I will send additional emails with detailed charts once
the pairs have reached levels where the retracements are likely to end.
For now, let's look at these weekly charts of GBPNZD and GBPAUD.

As can be seen from the charts, GBPNZD is likely to be headed toward 2.1000 and
GBPAUD to 1.9000 and above.
Placing stops is a little more tricky in these kinds of situations as these pairs are
highly volatile. From the current perspective, GBPNZD should not return below
2.000, while GBPAUD should not return below 1.8250.
For these reasons, a strategy that will allow placing a tighter stop is looking to join
the trends in GBPNZD and GBPAUD on lower timeframes (such as daily and 4hour) after bullish signals have formed.
Stay tuned for the update on these GBP trades in the coming days!
If you have any questions or feedback, don't hesitate to reply to this email.
Thank you!
Best Regards,
Philip
Senior Forex Manager
FX Trading Revolution
w: www.fxtradingrevolution.com
e: philip@fxtradingrevolution.com
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Hey! This is Philip with another trade idea of the Profitable Forex Newsletter!

EURUSD may have finally bottomed! - Buying
opportunities attractive at these levels
The bullish candlestick pattern on the daily chart from yesterday suggests the pair may
have finally found a bottom and is ready to rebound higher.
Also, important, just this morning, the pair broke out of the downward channel and
confirmed the breakout by retesting the broken resistance trendline (shown on the 4-hour
chart below).

Whether EURUSD bounces higher or continues lower will to a large part depend on the
CPI reports from the US which will be released tomorrow. Nonetheless, risks appear to be
skewed for a rebound higher in EURUSD and current levels are attractive from a riskreward point of view to do that.
For starters, positioning is heavily long dollars (short EURUSD) while technically,
EURUSD has also reached oversold levels (as indicated by the Stochastic oscillator on the
daily chart).

So, there is potential for a strong bounce higher if the US CPI reports miss the
expectations tomorrow (which stand at 2.3% y/y for the Core CPI and 2.4% y/y for the
headline CPI).
There is potential for EURUSD to bounce even if the reports meet the expectations as
those numbers are not indicating an overheating economy and markets are likely to start
pricing in a slowdown in the Fed rate-hiking path (pricing out a December rate hike or
some of the rate hikes planned for next year)..
EURUSD will probably bounce on the first sign that the Fed will slow down with its rate
hikes from their current plan, and that is likely to happen once US economic data starts to
turn lower. The CPIs tomorrow could be the start for that.
Today the PPIs will be released but the market is unlikely to react in a huge way since the
CPI reports are considered more important.
Specific levels for trading this situation:
Entry:


Around current levels, close to 1.1500 or even lower if possible if the market
offers an opportunity.

Stop loss:


The 1.1478 low should hold but the price may push lower to take out stops if



volatility increases.
So, placing the stop slightly lower than 1.1478 would be a prudent move to
protect from fake moves. Placing the stop at 1.1445 should be enough to offer
protection against any fake moves tomorrow.

Targets:



1st: toward 1.1600



2nd: 1.1650
3rd: 1.1700



Keep in mind to close parts of the position or exit the trade in case the bullish price
action shows signs of weakness before the targets are reached. This will protect
against letting a winner turn into a loser.
The bigger technical picture is shown on this daily chart below.

If you have any questions or feedback, don't hesitate to reply to this email.
Thank you!
Best Regards,
Philip
Senior Forex Manager
FX Trading Revolution
w: www.fxtradingrevolution.com

e: philip@fxtradingrevolution.com
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In the previous email I mistakenly uploaded an image with a smaller resolution of the
EURUSD chart. So, I'm sending the full-sized image in this additional email.

If you have any questions or feedback, don't hesitate to reply to this email.
Thank you!
Best Regards,
Philip
Senior Forex Manager
FX Trading Revolution
w: www.fxtradingrevolution.com
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Hey! This is Philip with another trade idea of the Profitable Forex Newsletter!

Forex rattled by stock market plunge, no clear
signals at the moment. Stay long EURUSD and
EURCHF.
The Fx market wasn't immune to the sell-off that occurred in US equity markets earlier
this week (particularly on Wednesday). The US Dollar was the hardest hit currency and it
fell mostly against the safe-haven Japanese Yen as would be expected in this kind of a
situation.
But importantly, it appears that there is no particular fundamental reason for the sell-off
so, it's likely that buyers will soon return although not immediately probably.US stocks
should sooner or later find their path higher again and risk appetite should return.
With this, the case for USDJPY continuing lower is not very strong and particularly the
112.00 support zone is important in that regard. If it holds at the end of this week and
during next week, USDJPY could against slowly start to climb higher again.

Update on EURNZD, EURAUD, GBPNZD, GBPAUD
Interestingly, AUD and NZD also rallied strongly on US Dollar weakness and this has
caused downside retracements in pairs like GBPNZD, GBPAUD and EURNZD and
EURAUD. Remember these are the pairs that we discussed earlier this week and in the
last week as good longer-term buying opportunities.
The retracements are still likely underway, although they already have provided slightly
better levels to enter long. Thus, these 4 pairs could hit even lower levels over the next
week. From the current perspective, such dips would still be retracements and buying
opportunities to join a longer-term bullish trend.

EURUSD and EURCHF likely to continue higher toward the
targets over the next week as well

The price action yesterday was rather unclear in most Fx pairs except some Euro pairs like
EURUSD and EURCHF which moved higher. For the moment, therefore, there don't
appear other good trading opportunities except on those two pairs.
Staying long on EURCHF and EURUSD and buying dips on bullish signals is likely to
provide profitable trades over the next week as well.
For EURUSD the targets remain at 1.1650 and at 1.1700 (after the first at 1.1600 was
reached).
For EURCHF, the situation is more longer-term and the price action is slower, but the pair
has already almost reached the 1.1500 target we issued last week. The long-term target at
1.2000 remains in place and looking to buy dips toward this target continues to be a
prudent strategy to trade EURCHF at the moment.
Also, remember to protect your profits/positions and take some profits on signs of
weakness in the price action even before the targets are reached.
The two charts of EURCHF and EURUSD below show scope for a correction, but
remember that this is only the short-term picture (intraday charts). Daily and weekly
charts are bullish.

This email is an update to the overall situation and in the market, but no specific trades are
given. I will be sending more detailed trade ideas in the next week as new opportunities
form on the charts.
If you have any questions or feedback, don't hesitate to reply to this email.
Thank you!

Best Regards,
Philip
Senior Forex Manager
FX Trading Revolution
w: www.fxtradingrevolution.com
e: philip@fxtradingrevolution.com
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Hey! This is Philip with another trade idea of the Profitable Forex Newsletter!

Update on the EURCHF pair as the Italian
Government will submit budget plan to the EU
I am sending another update on the EURCHF pair regarding the Italian budget plan and
potential new opportunities to enter long.
The EURCHF currency pair has been trading in a bullish channel for a month now and
after almost hitting the 1.1500 resistance level last week, it has now retraced back toward
the 1.1400 support again (1.1413 being the exact low today as of this moment).
Most importantly, the fundamentals are still in favor of EURCHF moving gradually
higher over the coming months. However, for the moment there are some downside risks
mainly related to the situation in Italy.
Particularly this week could be the highlight of those risks as the Italian Government will
submit their budget plan to the EU later this week. Although a rejection of the budget plan
by the EU commission is unlikely, they will probably use hard words in their response.
This could pressure the Euro and the EURCHF pair to the downside this week. But,
barring any large escalation of the rhetoric and the whole situation, such dips to the
downside are likely to be buying opportunities in EURCHF.
At the moment, it seems it's better to wait for the submission of the budget plan and the
response from the EU first before entering new long positions. Then after we see the
reaction in the market we can go ahead and look to enter long on EURCHF for a move
toward the 1.1500 price area.
The technical situation provides some specific price levels as described below:
Entry:



Look to enter on dips toward the 1.1400 - 1.1350 area (where the support
trendline also stands). The formation of bullish signals around this level
should confirm that support will hold.

Stop loss:


Below the support trendline (1.1350). Depending on where the specific entry
will be, a tighter stop can be placed just behind the trigger pattern (bullish
signal).

Target:


Toward the 1.1500 psychological level again.

The 4-hour chart of EURCHF is shown below.

Stay tuned as the week is likely to be volatile and can provide good trading opportunities.
If you have any questions or feedback, don't hesitate to reply to this email.

Thank you!
Best Regards,
Philip
Senior Forex Manager
FX Trading Revolution
w: www.fxtradingrevolution.com
e: philip@fxtradingrevolution.com
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Hey! This is Philip with another trade idea of the Profitable Forex Newsletter!

USDJPY - Bullish signal on the daily chart

The technical picture on USDJPY has now shifted to bullish again. Mainly an important
support area is now confirmed after a bullish engulfing candlestick pattern was formed
yesterday on the daily chart at a solid weekly and daily support zone.
The support zone is due to several technical factors as described below:
1.
2.
3.
4.

A weekly trendline support
The previous highs on the daily chart are found in this same area
The 50-day moving average (blue on the chart) is also found in this same area.
Finally, there was bullish confirmation from intraday charts as well after the
most recent bearish channel on the 4-hour channel was broken to the upside
yesterday.

The same situation is shown on the 4-hour chart below:

Other than the technicals, the S&P 500 also staged some rebound yesterday - helping to
support USDJPY higher. If the recovery in stocks continues then USDJPY should
continue higher as well.
Barring any negative shocks or specific negative news regarding the US Dollar, there is
not much else that can drive USDJPY lower. Chances are we are going to see the typical
USDJPY gradual uptrend from here toward the 113.00 and 114.00 areas again.
The current price levels offer good opportunities to get long if USDJPY will continue to
move higher.
Entry:


Around current levels (112.30)

Stop loss:


Below the support trendline or specifically below the 111.60 Monday low

Targets:



1st - toward the 113.00 area



2nd - toward 114.00

A gradual trailing of the stop higher as the uptrend moves higher (supposing the
trade works as planned) should be a prudent risk management strategy in this case
because if sharp bearish moves occur on USDJPY again they will likely take the pair
below the 112.00 support and below the 111.60 stop loss.
If you have any questions or feedback, don't hesitate to reply to this email.
Thank you!
Best Regards,
Philip
Senior Forex Manager
FX Trading Revolution
w: www.fxtradingrevolution.com
e: philip@fxtradingrevolution.com
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Hey! This is Philip with an update on the Forex market. At the moment, we are sticking
with the long USDJPY trade and waiting for other trading opportunities.

Fx update - Waiting for clear direction

Update on EURUSD and EURCHF
EURUSD is down this week on worries over the Italian budget and the somewhat
disappointing news that a Brexit deal was still not reached this week.
The pair looks heavy at the moment and the disagreements between the Italian
Government and the EU could weigh on sentiment for a while longer and keep EURUSD
pressured to the downisde.
However, sooner or later the pair should find a bottom and resume on a stronger move
higher. Thus we continue to be focused on looking for such opportunities to buy
EURUSD.
The Technical situation on the EURUSD 4-hour chart is shown below.

The situation with EURCHF is similar and this pair was also dragged down this week by
pretty much the same factors.

EURCHF also reached the support area we suggested previously around the 1.1400 area
and the support trendline. Support should hold barring a further escalation of the
disagreement between Italy and the EU, but the sentiment is fragile and could weigh on
EURCHF as well.
Still, investors know that this situation is unlikely to get seriously negative for the Euro,
so they might use this low levels (price) to buy the Euro currency at a good price.
Thus, looking to enter on bullish signals with a relatively tight stop is likely to pay-off on
EURCHF again.
We will see how the discussion between the EU and Italy will develop next week, but any
positive news will likely cause a solid rebound in EURUSD and EURCHF.
In addition, the ECB will meet next Thursday, so some consolidation in EURUSD and
EURCHF is also likely in the first part of the next week.

Update USDJPY
USDJPY is moving upwards roughly as we suggested in the trade idea earlier this week.
The technicals remain bullish and the fundamentals are constructive so USDJPY should
continue to move toward the first target at 113.00.
The stop can now be moved below the new low at 111.90. However, if the price starts to
drop again that will be a warning sign that the trade might not work and that USDJPY
could reverse and actually break down.
The main risk for that scenario is if stock markets sell-off again or somehow risksentiment worsens again. But for the moment, that doesn't seem to be the case.

If you have any questions or feedback, don't hesitate to reply to this email.
Thank you!
Best Regards,
Philip
Senior Forex Manager
FX Trading Revolution
w: www.fxtradingrevolution.com
e: philip@fxtradingrevolution.com
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Hey! This is Philip with another trade idea of the Profitable Forex Newsletter!

Tactical short GBPUSD on break below 1.3000

While everyone thought that a Brexit deal is close to being reached, this morning news hit
the wires that UK Prime Minister Theresa May is facing additional difficulties at home within her own Conservative Party.
Namely, a report by the Telegraph earlier today said that Northern Ireland’s DUP party
would back a Brexit amendment proposed by eurosceptics in the Parliament. The
amendment will effectively make the EU's Irish border backstop proposal illegal and that
can seriously damage the negotiations process.
The issue on the Irish border remains one of the last (if not the last) key points on which
the EU and the UK have not reached an agreement and with this proposed amendment the
prospects for a deal look even grimmer.
This is why GBPUSD is sharply down today and why it broke below the key 1.3000
support.
Sentiment has now shifted against GBP and a firm Dollar should support a short
GBPUSD position over the course of this week.
Technically, GBPUSD makes an important break below the 1.3000 key support area, and,
equally important, below the bullish channel in which it was trading since mid-August.
The 1.2800 area now looks likely to be reached. The daily chart of GBPUSD is shown
below:

Entry:


Look for an entry around 1.3000.



No need to chase the price down immediately as GBPUSD has already
bounced slightly. Instead, look to enter on a bearish pattern/signal on the
intraday charts which would be the trigger for a short trade.
The retest of the broken 1.3000 area from the other side would be the best
place to look for that and there is a good probability that it will happen.




GBPUSD should not move confidently above the intraday 1.3015 resistance
zone for the conditions of this trade to stay intact.

Stop loss:


The stop can be placed around 1.3040 - above the monthly pivot point. This
will give enough breathing room for any possible noisy spikes in the price

Target:


A move down toward the next support zone at 1.2800. The target should
likely be achieved this week, barring any reversal in sentiment in the positive
direction (for Brexit and GBP).



A negative shift in sentiment on the USD seems unlikely, but if it is to happen,
it can also affect GBPUSD and potentially hurt this short trade.

If you have any questions or feedback, don't hesitate to reply to this email.
Thank you!
Best Regards,
Philip
Senior Forex Manager
FX Trading Revolution
w: www.fxtradingrevolution.com
e: philip@fxtradingrevolution.com
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Hey! This is Philip with a quick morning update on the situation in the Fx market today

GBPUSD update

Prime Minister May is still facing challenges for her leadership position so the downside
bias in GBP remains. The short GBPUSD trade is so far progressing roughly as planned.
A strong Dollar on the one side also will likely be needed to drive the pair to the 1.2800
target.
GBPUSD is now testing Monday's lows which is a good sign that the breakdown lower
will continue. On a break below the 1.2920 lows, the stop can be moved lower (for
example 1.2920) to protect profits and the position.
This is a tactical short trade, so protecting profits quickly is even more important.

GBPNZD, GBPAUD update
These trades remain on standby until there is more clarification regarding the Brexit
process. For the moment things have shifted negative GBP, so these pairs are at risk of
further decline, so waiting for more confirmation seems like the prudent thing to do.
Though, longer-term still the most probable scenario is for both GBPNZD and GBPAUD
to move higher.

EURCHF update
Buying dips in EURCHF worked great for the past few weeks, but today the pair is
breaking below the support trendline of the rising channel. Caution is warranted as this
can result in a continuation of the drop, particularly because it's driven by Euro weakness
due to the dispute over the Italian budget which still remains unresolved.
EURUSD is dragged lower by pretty much the same reasons, although the key support
area is still holding there. The ECB will also meet tomorrow, so we are waiting for that
event to unfold before looking to trade any EUR pair.
Nonetheless, longer-term the fundamentals remain bullish so dips are still likely to
provide good buying opportunities. For the moment, however, there is no need to rush
with buying as sentiment is quite negative toward the Euro this week.

USDJPY falls and rebounds together with stocks
USDJPY tested the 112.00 support area once again yesterday as stocks first extended their
slide but then rebounded to which USDJPY responded by also bouncing higher.
The technicals remain bullish, so from this point of view USDJPY is still likely to move
toward 113.00. However, the situation with stocks is still fragile, so any declines in stocks
will quickly translate in a breakdown in USDJPY also. So, protecting capital and
protecting profits is very important in such situations.
If you have any questions or feedback, don't hesitate to reply to this email.
Thank you!
Best Regards,
Philip
Senior Forex Manager

FX Trading Revolution
w: www.fxtradingrevolution.com
e: philip@fxtradingrevolution.com
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Hey! This is Philip with another trade idea of the Profitable Forex Newsletter!

Long AUDCAD at important support

The weakness of the Canadian Dollar after the Bank of Canada raised interest rates and
provided a hawkish press conference earlier this week is staggering.
Above everything else, it most probably shows an underlying weakness in the Canadian
Dollar - the logic being that if the currency cannot strengthen on hawkish/bullish news
then it will likely weaken much more on any bearish/dovish news.
This suggests that selling the Canadian Dollar has good prospects to yield profitable
trades.
The Australian Dollar, on the other hand, has fallen sharply this year and the currency has
reached extended levels versus its currency peers. The bearish momentum also appears to
be slowing.
From a positioning perspective, AUDCAD is also attractive given that positioning is
heavily short AUD while it's natural toward the CAD.

The technical side
Technically, AUDCAD has reached an important support area on the monthly and weekly
charts in the 0.9150 - 0.9200 price area.
While the pair is still trading inside of a falling channel, there are bullish signs already.
Notably, the break outside of the falling channel to the downside and then the return back
inside of it is often a pattern that appears right before (bullish) reversals.
Additionally, on this chart below we can also see the rejection of CAD strength post the
BOC rate decision and AUDCAD has even formed a bullish morning star candlestick
pattern.
Hence, the overall analysis suggests that things are slowly lining up in a bullish direction
for the AUDCAD currency pair.

Entry:


Around the current levels (0.9240)



A breakout above the falling channel should confirm the bullish shift.
Alternatively, if you prefer you can wait and enter when this occurs.

Stop loss:




Below the 0.9100 pivotal low.
However, ultimately, the price is unlikely (and should not) return down to test
this this 0.9100 price level if this trade is going to work as planned.
So, alternatively, the 0.9175 daily low can be used for a stop loss which will
also give a tighter stop. If it is taken out the chances of the setup failing will
increase although it will be valid until 0.9100 holds.

Target:


Toward the 0.9600 resistance area which is shown on the charts.

Note that a relative longer-period of time (several weeks possibly) will likely be needed
for this trade to materialize.

Update on the general situation in the Fx market
The target on the short GBPUSD positon was reached yesterday. The Pound and the Euro
suffered together this week on political woes while the USD benefited mostly for the
same reasons (weakness in other currencies).
The GDP report from the US will be released in less than an hour and the US Dollar will
likely trade either higher or lower based on what the report shows.
Subsequently, this could be a tipping point for USD (if it is to weaken) and hence USD
pairs could form a bottom (including EURUSD and GBPUSD, and probably also
AUDUSD and NZDUSD).
However, if the GDP report is strong then the US Dollar will probably extend its gains
while EURUSD and GBPUSD could fall further.
If you have any questions or feedback, don't hesitate to reply to this email.

Thank you!
Best Regards,
Philip
Senior Forex Manager
FX Trading Revolution
w: www.fxtradingrevolution.com
e: philip@fxtradingrevolution.com
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Hey! This is Philip with another trade idea of the Profitable Forex Newsletter!

Currencies to stay ranged in anticipation of market-moving
news/events this week.

Short-term EURJPY selling opportunity
It's a big week in the Fx market with different impactful news and events scheduled on the
calendar. Therefore, most pairs are likely to stay broadly range-bound for most of the
week as traders await the outcome of these events.
The Euro currency continues to be pressured down by political woes. The Italian budget
deadlock now seems even harder to get resolved soon. Additionally, this morning we
witnessed increased volatility in Euro pairs on the announcement from German
Chancellor Merkel that she will soon be ending her political career.
In a time of already high uncertainty, this news only adds to the worries for investors. The
Euro will find likely find it very hard to rally at such a time, so we are looking for selling
opportunities.
The Japanese Yen, on the other hand, has strengthened recently because of falling stock
markets and if stocks remain near the lows the Yen could stay firm. USDJPY is also
testing resistance at the moment around 112.30.
Hence, a tactical short-term EURJPY sell trade could be a good trading opportunity.

The technical side
EURJPY pushed above the 128.00 resistance level today but is now back below it. On the
1-hour chart, we can see that a bearish dark cloud cover candlestick pattern has formed.
Technically, although EURJPY bounced strongly last Friday, the momentum of the
decline during the past week suggests another test toward the lows is likely as strong
trends are rarely reversed in one go.
For the moment, the bearish signals around 128.00 are not overly convincing, but the riskreward ratio is attractive.

We can wait for a more convincing short signal in this resistance area on a second attempt
at this 128.00 resistance.
EURJPY may also push all the way to 128.50 (which is part of the wider 128.00 128/50
resistance area on the daily chart) before a strong bearish signal occurs. To the downside,
the 127.30 support area looks likely to be reached in a bearish scenario.

Entry:


Look to sell toward the 128.00 level and possibly higher if the price makes
another attempt higher.

Stop loss:



Above the bearish signal/pattern. Currently, that level is 128.22, but EURJPY
could push toward 128.50 as noted above.
So, placing the stop above 128.50 would provide a bigger breathing room for
the trade.

Target:


At the 127.30 intraday support zone



If the bearish move accelerates to the downside EURJPY could easily fall
toward the 126.62 low and even lower.

Note:
Keep in mind that this a tactical short-term trading opportunity and conditions could
change quickly.
Particularly, this trade attempts to profit on the negativity that is currently present in
markets (toward the Euro and also the fragile environment in stocks).
If the negativity would subside, then EURJPY would likely find a bottom. Conversely, if
negativity intensifies, then EURJPY would probably extend the slide even on the larger
charts.
If you have any questions or feedback, don't hesitate to reply to this email.
Thank you!
Best Regards,
Philip
Senior Forex Manager

FX Trading Revolution
w: www.fxtradingrevolution.com
e: philip@fxtradingrevolution.com
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Hey! This is Philip with an update on the situation in the Forex market!

Careful trading this week, looking for opportunities

it's probably going to be a very volatile trading week as a lot of market-moving events and
reports are due on the calendar.
So, in such situations, it's better to not fish for trades by all means but rather patiently
waiting for the right moment and the right opportunities usually pays of more in the end.
The broad theme is continued USD strength versus its peers amid outperformance of the
US economy. But, positioning is already heavily long and that is mainly why the
appreciation of the Dollar is only gradual.
The main attention this week is on the Non-Farm Payrolls report from the US, of course,
but there are key reports and events also from the UK, Europe, Australia, Canda, and
Japan.
Of similar importance, traders will also be watching the central bank meetings of the BOE
and BOJ. Although no major decisions are expected from either central bank, weeks that
are packed with so many important events can quite often turn out to be inflection points
in the market.

AUDCAD update
The trade is progressing in the desired direction, however, market-moving data from
Australia and Canada will affect it starting with tomorrow's Australian CPI data. Canadian
GDP and employment data will follow later in the week, while Australian trade balance
and retail sales will also be released.
The rationale behind the long AUDCAD trade is mainly based on the extreme short
positioning on the AUD and neutral positioning on the CAD. This leaves more room for
the AUD to appreciate more strongly on positive surprises in Australian data than CAD
would on the same degree of positive surprises.
All in all, barring significant worse than expected Australian data and significantly better
than expected Canadian data, AUDCAD should continue to move higher. However, the

pair could experience volatile price moves in both directions when and after the reports
will be released.
Taking appropriate risk-management measures is therefore important. If you prefer, you
can even take partial profits before the reports are released to protect from any volatility.
Technically, AUDCAD today broke above the falling resistance trendline that was
described the Friday's email.

Update on EURJPY
EURJPY is meandering around the 128.00 level and toward 128.50 roughly as suggested.
A solid bearish signal on the intraday charts is still lacking, but EURJPY has formed a
rising support trendline which currently stands around the 128.15 level.
A bearish break of this trendline should contribute to the pair falling below 128.00.
The current environment in the market is rather uncertain, especially given the busy week
ahead, so reducing position sizes would be appropriate for this trade as well.

EURUSD
EURUSD is testing the 1.1350 lows as there are very few reasons for the Euro to rally at
the moment. However, it's a tricky situation particularly because entering short at these
level is very unattractive, and long-term fundamentals remain that the pair should bottom
sooner or later.
So, for now, waiting on the sidelines appears to be a better option. Some weakness in the
US economy will be needed for EURUSD to turn higher. That may or may not come this
Friday with the jobs report.
If you have any questions or feedback, don't hesitate to reply to this email.
Thank you!
Best Regards,
Philip
Senior Forex Manager
FX Trading Revolution
w: www.fxtradingrevolution.com
e: philip@fxtradingrevolution.com
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Hey! This is Philip with an update on the GBP situation today

GBP and Bank of England update

Sterling surged overnight on a report that PM Theresa May has reached an agreement
with the EU on financial services.
However, with the Bank of England meeting to take place in just a few hours, it is
probably better to sit on the sidelines for now and then try to make sense of the moves
afterward and look for any trading opportunities that may come up.
Additionally, any deal that the Prime Minister has reached she will have to pass it through
the Parliament and she doesn't have much support there at the moment. So, GBP is
unlikely to extend the gains substantially until there is more good news on this domestic
UK political front first.
The BOE is not expected to make any big decisions today or announce any upcoming
changes in monetary policy so the GBP reaction is likely to be net neutral pretty much.
However, there is still the possibility that they could surprise everyone and this is what
makes these events highly uncertain. The BOE will also release their economic forecasts
and inflation report at this meeting, so this will affect GBP in either the positive or
negative direction as well.
Longer-term, the factors remain aligned for GBPUSD to rally significantly, probably
toward the 1.35 area at least. This is based on the back of a Brexit deal being reached and
a weaker Dollar, both of which seem like the most probable scenarios from the current
perspective.
I'll be following up with updates and any potential trading opportunities that may come up
later today and/or tomorrow.
If you have any questions or feedback, don't hesitate to reply to this email.
Thank you!

Best Regards,
Philip
Senior Forex Manager
FX Trading Revolution
w: www.fxtradingrevolution.com
e: philip@fxtradingrevolution.com
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Hey! This is Philip with an update on the longer-term USD perspective and the long
AUDCAD trade.

Has the US Dollar peaked and EURUSD
bottomed?
The sharp fall in the Dollar yesterday is a telling sign, particularly because it came before
the all-important jobs reports. Some analysts attribute the rise in the dollar at the
beginning of this week to month-end flows and as soon as the new month kicked in sellers
came into the market.
The Non-Farm Payrolls and other jobs data was again robust and even exceeded
expectations. However, the bullish reaction for the Dollar has been fairly limited. This is
another sign that is suggesting traders are not convinced in the continuation of the bullish
trend for the Dollar and are even turning bearish on the US currency.
A lot of this is due to positioning which is extended to the long side on the Dollar and to
the short side for other currencies (particularly GBP, AUD and NZD which is probably
why they jumped the most earlier this week). From a positioning perspective it seems
likely at this point that the US Dollar has peaked because pretty much all the good news
has been priced in while a lot of bad news is already in the price of most other major
currencies.
This creates an environment where small positive fundamental developments for other
currencies will likely cause those currencies to strengthen strongly, while small negative
surprises in the US data will cause a sharper sell-off in the US Dollar. From this
perspective, looking to short the Dollar is more likely to provide good opportunities than
the opposite.
Still, Forex trading wouldn't be so tricky to master if it was that simple. Today’s strong
employment data will keep the Fed firmly on the path to continue raising interest rates and
that is bullish for the Dollar. Also the US data can continue to surprise positively above
the other economies and that will also be positive for the Dollar. However that is the less
likely scenario.

As is very often the case with markets, things look best at the top, and today's jobs report
was the best in years (particularly average hourly earnings). It is very unlikely for the US
economy to continue with the current pace of expansion while all other major economies
to continue lagging behind. Combined with the positioning perspective, in the most likely
scenario other economies (particularly Europe) will likely start to catch up in the coming
months and their central banks will turn more hawkish leading to a reversal in the current
Dollar trend and appreciation of the Euro and other currencies.
Additionally, the long-term fundamentals, such as the current account and budget deficits
of the US are also working against the Dollar on a long-term perspective.
With the US mid-term elections to take place on Tuesday, there is no need to rush with
taking positions on EURUSD and other USD pairs as the outcome can come either way
(A democrat or a Republican win). So, for the moment, we will continue to monitor the
situation closely and try to find tactical high-probability opportunities to profit on.

EURUSD technicals
The technicals on the large timeframes also suggest that the USD has probably peaked.
The EURUSD weekly chart could have formed a double bottom and there is bullish
divergence on the RSI. Still a sustained breakout above 1.1400 at least is needed to
provide some confirmation for this. In such a case EURUSD would likely rally again
toward the 1.1550 - 1.1650 area at least.

AUDCAD uptrend likely to continue
Regarding the long AUDCAD trade, it has reacted as expected to the Australian and
Canadian data that was released this week. Namely, AUDCAD ignored positive Canadian
data and negative Australian data, while reacted euphorically to good Australian news.
The bullish move was accelerated after the better than expected Australian trade balance
report, but also positive news related to the US-China trade tensions significantly
benefited the Australian Dollar.
The Canadian jobs data was close to the estimates and hence there is a muted reaction in
the price and the conditions remain for the uptrend in AUDCAD to continue. With that
said, the 0.9600 target now looks within reach and should be achieved barring any
surprises. The stop loss can be trailed higher at this point, of course, to protect the
achieved profits.
Technically, the 0.9350 price zone can be used for this and AUDCAD should not return
below it if this uptrend will continue. The more probable scenario is that the price will
continue to march higher in the next few trading days as the bullish momentum has
accelerated significantly since yesterday.
If you have any questions or feedback, don't hesitate to reply to this email.

Thank you!
Best Regards,
Philip
Senior Forex Manager
FX Trading Revolution
w: www.fxtradingrevolution.com
e: philip@fxtradingrevolution.com
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Hey! This is Philip with another trade idea of the Profitable Forex Newsletter!

Trading the US midterm elections

Long EURUSD or Long USDJPY
This week all the focus is on the US midterm elections for Congress which is also
expected to affect the currency market to a certain extent, at least in the short-term if not
materially in the longer-term.
Polls have been suggesting that the most probable scenario is for the Democrats to take
control of the house and Republicans to keep the Senate. This scenario is expected to be
negative for the Dollar as losing the House for the President Trump will mean that he will
have more difficulties to implement his pro-growth and "America first" policies.
But polls have been previously wrong and given the close results in the polls, the elections
can easily swing either way. Most importantly, for the Forex market and the Us Dollar,
there are 3 main scenarios that are expected.

1. Negative for USD - A hung Congress (Democrats and Republicans win one
chamber each)
2. Strongly negative for USD - Democrats take both House and Senate
3. Strongly positive for USD - Republicans keep both House and Senate
Based on the above, we can search for potential trading opportunities once the results of
the elections start coming in and there is enough information to show which scenario of
the above 3 will become a reality.
Basically, we should be looking to sell the Dollar in the first two scenarios and buy the
Greenback in the third scenario. The best way to express USD negativity in the first 2
scenarios is likely to be through a long EURUSD position, while the best way to express
USD bullishness (for the third scenario) is likely to be through a long USDJPY position.
Hence, we are looking at the 2 potential trading opportunities below:
Long EURUSD in the first two scenarios:





EURUSD likely to rally above 1.1500 in this scenario. Technically, it would find
resistance in the 1.1570 - 1.1600 zone and these would be appropriate levels to
target with long positions.
EURUSD technically needs a break above 1.1400 before things shift to the bullish
side, hence levels below 1.1400 can be used for stops in the first 2 scenarios.

Or, long USDJPY in the third scenario:




USDJPY would probably rally strongly in the third scenario as risk appetite will
likely take over on a full Trump-Republican win. The 114.50 area is distinct
resistance in this pair, and hence would likely be reached under this scenario.
Technically, 112.50 is minor support in USDJPY, but it should hold in the third
scenario if USDJPY is really going to react bullishly and move higher. Hence
looking for levels below 112.50 to place stops should be appropriate.

As always, keep in mind that currency exchange rate movements after elections can be
highly unpredictable. The above 3 scenarios are the most likely reactions of the Dollar to
the 3 possible outcomes, but that is not a guarantee that it will indeed play out in that way.
Markets may begin to speculate about the possible outcome before any results are
published and that may cause significant moves in Fx pairs. But, in these kinds of
situations, it's usually best to ignore those pre-election speculative moves and wait for
clarity before taking any positions.

If you have any questions or feedback, don't hesitate to reply to this email.
Thank you!
Best Regards,
Philip
Senior Forex Manager
FX Trading Revolution
w: www.fxtradingrevolution.com
e: philip@fxtradingrevolution.com
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Hey! This is Philip with an update and more details on the long EURUSD trade idea that
was sent this Monday

Long EURUSD on election result as planned
So, the results of the US midterm election are in and it appears that it's a hung Congress as
was predicted by the polls - the Democrats have won the House while the Republicans
will retain control of the Senate.
We are proceeding with the long EURUSD trade as described in the email from two days
ago in this scenario of a split Congress.
The pair has already risen on the day and has broken above the falling resistance
trendline. Technically there are not many hurdles for a move higher till the minor
resistance in the 1.1500 and the 1.1530 areas. But, the more important resistance lies
around the 1.1570 - 1.1600 area which we will target with this long trade.
We now have clearer technical levels to determine the entry and stop loss.
Entry:


Look to enter long around the current levels (1.1475) or lower if possible, if
the market offers an opportunity.

Stop loss:


Below the 1.1390 lows. Then as the market continues higher the stop can be
soon moved below the next low higher which is at 1.1430.

Target:


Toward the 1.1600 area.

The intraday technicals on the 4-hour chart are shown below

Note:
Keep in mind the resistances at 1.1500 and 1.1530. If the price begins to struggle on
the move higher around these levels, then it would be prudent to move the
stop higher to protect profits and even take partial profits at these levels.
If you have any questions or feedback, don't hesitate to reply to this email.
Thank you!
Best Regards,
Philip
Senior Forex Manager
FX Trading Revolution
w: www.fxtradingrevolution.com
e: philip@fxtradingrevolution.com
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Profitable Forex Newsletter: November 08, 2018 - Potential AUDNZD trade to watch and Fx
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Hey! This is Philip with a potential trade idea to watch for the coming weeks and an
update on some of the Fx pairs.

EURUSD
Volatility is low and EURUSD was sort of moving back and forth between 1.1400 and
1.1450 today as traders don't seem excited either about the Dollar or the Euro at the
moment.
Yesterday's post-election attempt to move higher was rejected at the 1.1500 handle, and
the failure of EURUSD to extend higher suggests that worries over Italy are still holding
investors back from buying the Euro.
The Fed meeting later today us unlikely to cause much volatility as no changes in their
policy or monetary stance are expected. Risks appear skewed slightly to the dovish side
for this meeting though considering that this is their first meeting since the stock market
sell-off last month.
For now, the range-trading behavior seems likely to persist. But, technically, the bullish
breakout is still in play and that suggests a mild bullish bias for the pair until a breakout
below the 1.1380 broken support trendline.

Potential AUDNZD long opportunity
We are watching the AUDNZD currency pair on the longer-term charts as its nearing an
important support trendline. Good long trading opportunities can be provided here as have
been multiple times in the past.
This is likely to occur in some of the next weeks, but for now, it is probably better to wait
for the pair to decline a bit lower before looking for bullish signals at the support trendline
around 1.0600 level.
I'll send an additional email once the conditions to trigger this trade are fulfilled.
Fundamentally, the New Zeland economy has shown better improvements that the
Australian economy and that's primarily why AUDNZD is on the decline. But that is

unlikely to last forever, and when things shift in favor of the Australian Dollar, AUDNZD
will find a bottom and likely rebound.
Our entry point is likely to be when the fundamentals and technicals converge and point in
the same direction (up) for this pair.
The technicals are shown on the weekly char below:

Long AUDCAD trade
We should start thinking about bringing this trade to an end and look for the exit.
Although the target has still not been reached at 0.9600 and AUDCAD could even
continue above it for some time, this trade has already provided nice profits of around 300
pips so it would be prudent to cash in around these levels.
The RBA monetary policy statement and meeting minutes later today (or morning in
Australia) could cause some volatility in AUD pairs, but even that is more likely to be in
AUD's favor than not considering that recent Australian data surprised slightly to the

upside. In this regard, the AUDCAD trade could receive the final push here to reach the
0.9600 target.

GBPNZD and GBPAUD pairs
The GBPNZD and GBPAUD pairs remain pressured to the downside, but the point to buy
is getting nearer, though still too early. We need to see AUD and NZD top out, but the
short squeeze (due to positioning) that is in force now could extend their rallies a bit
further.
In the meantime, GBP still can't appreciate significantly as there is no substantial progress
on the Irish backstop issue of the Brexit negotiations. All in all, these trades are still on
standby untill conditions align for a rally to materialize.

If you have any questions or feedback, don't hesitate to reply to this email.
Thank you!
Best Regards,
Philip
Senior Forex Manager
FX Trading Revolution
w: www.fxtradingrevolution.com
e: philip@fxtradingrevolution.com
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Hey! This is Philip with another potential trade idea to watch this week.

Watching Gold at $1200 support

The Forex market environment remains rather uncertain with the Dollar continuing to
strengthen versus most currencies but also being at extended levels due to stretched long
positioning and overbought technical levels.
This makes it rather unattractive to go long USD at this point as it's vulnerable to a
correction at least and could reverse sooner rather than later. Of course, some short-term
bullish USD trades could definitely work well, but the US Dollar is now more sensitive to
negative news surprises than positive ones and hence could suffer badly shall US
economic data start to disappoint.
For the above reasons, we are turning to Gold (which also benefits when the US Dollar
weakens) and watching for potential bullish opportunities. The yellow metal has reached
an important technical support area close to the $1200 level and bullish signals here
should confirm that the support will hold.
However, for the moment, no clear bullish patterns or signals have appeared yet so
this remains only a potential trade if the conditions are fulfilled.

Fundamentals
Fundamentally, Gold will likely bottom when the US Dollar tops out. This stage appears
to be getting nearer, but as stated above, US data will need to turn before this materializes.
Complaints from the Trump administration about the Dollar being too strong will also
help to weaken the Dollar if they decide to use that option. For now, Trump has been
silent on this matter and we'll see how things develop here.
The reports that are to be released this week (most prominently CPI inflation and retail
sales) could be the start of the turn for the worse for US economic data, but that too
remains to be seen before making any conclusions.

Technicals

The $1200 support area will be a good place to look for tactical bullish trades. So, even if
it's only a temporary rebound, it's likely to provide a good opportunity to profit on simply
because the technical factors have aligned nicely in this area and there is lots of support.
Aside from being a psychologically important level, multiple Fibonacci retracements and
extensions align close to the $1200 level. The rising support trendline of the ascending
channel is also in this area.
However, not everything is bullish for Gold here. Gold now trades below both the 100day and 55-day moving averages after being previously rejected at the 100-week moving
average at $1235. Hence, the ascending channel could also be broken lower and the
downtrend could continue.
The technical situation is shown below:

Waiting for the trade
A lot of what happens this week will probably depend on US CPI inflation that will be
released on Wednesday. If it surprises to the upside Gold would quite likely just continue
lower, possibly revisiting the $1150 lows.
On the other hand, if CPI is weaker than expected Gold should rebound and give us the
bullish opportunity.
So, for now, we'll be waiting for a rebound here to provide some bullish confirmation
before assessing specific entry and exit levels. I'll be sending additional updates once that
occurs.

Note
Keep in mind that Gold is a more volatile asset/instrument than most of the Forex pairs.
Therefore, mind the position size when taking trades on Gold, recalculate risk accordingly
and reduce the position size if needed.
If you have any questions or feedback, don't hesitate to reply to this email.
Thank you!

Best Regards,
Philip
Senior Forex Manager
FX Trading Revolution
w: www.fxtradingrevolution.com
e: philip@fxtradingrevolution.com
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Profitable Forex Newsletter: November 15, 2018 - Brexit chaos, Better to stay away from this
market! Sent Thursday, November 15, 2018
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Hey! This is Philip with an update on the Fx market.

Brexit chaos, Outlook for Fx pairs still highly uncertain - Better to
stay away from trading at the moment!
It's total chaos in the Forex market in the last two days, manly related to Brexit news
headlines, but the uncertainty and volatility have spilled over into other Forex pairs as
well, particularly Euro and CHF.
It was announced that a Brexit deal has been reached late in the evening yesterday to
which GBP naturally responded by rallying strongly. However, this morning a wave of
resignations in May's Cabinet (including Brexit negotiator Dominic Raab) have cast huge
uncertainty over the deal and the whole Brexit process.
The markets have responded negatively with the Pound sharply down as traders and
investors are now unsure how the Brexit process will move from here.
There is no need to join this chaos by trying to trade any GBP positions until we get
more clarification (which could take a while now).

No clear opportunities on other pairs either
The environment in the Forex market elsewhere remains largely uncertain as well.
The Dollar remains broadly firm, but at stretched levels and vulnerable to a correction at
least, as we have already seen this week. But key support or resistance levels have not
been broken yet, so we continue with the wait and see mode for now.
We continue to watch the situation closely. Fed Chairmen Jerome Powell will speak today
and his comments regarding monetary policy and interest rates particularly will be
watched closely by traders and investors.
Yesterday, inflation surprised only slightly to the downside and hence the bearish reaction
in the Dollar was small. For, now the Fed will stay on the rate hiking path but traders are
trying to determine when will the Fed stop hiking rates.

There is no important US economic data scheduled for the remaining part of this week
and hence the USD should remain firm, especially given all the negative Brexit headlines.

Gold in a range
The potential Gold trade that I suggested earlier this week also doesn't look great as the
$1215 resistance area has capped the rally and essentially Gold is now between the $1200
level as support and $1215 as resistance, not giving much room for great trading
opportunities.
I'll be sending additional updates with more details and charts once the dust settles down a
little.
If you have any questions or feedback, don't hesitate to reply to this email.
Thank you!
Best Regards,
Philip
Senior Forex Manager
FX Trading Revolution
w: www.fxtradingrevolution.com
e: philip@fxtradingrevolution.com
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Profitable Forex Newsletter: November 16, 2018 - NZDUSD at resistance - Good selling
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Hey! This is Philip with another trade idea of the Profitable Forex Newsletter!

NZDUSD at resistance - Good selling opportunity

The NZDUSD pair has reached important resistance in the 0.6800 area which is due to
major previous weekly/monthly lows in this area (as shown on the chart below).
Additionally, the pair has been rising for almost 6 straight weeks in a row and now levels
are not as oversold and as stretched as they were a few weeks ago.
Fundamentally, the medium-term headwinds for the NZD remain and are mainly related
to the slowdown in the Chinese economy and the US-China trade clash.
Nonetheless, the current price levels and the "light calendar" environment over the next
week are likely to provide a good tactical short opportunity over the next few trading days
at least as traders are likely to revert back to the medium to longer-term fundamentals
which are still in favor of USD compared to NZD. This is additionally due to the
expectations for continuous rate hikes from the US Federal Reserve while the RBNZ is
expected to hold rates steady throughout 2019.

The technical side
From a technical analysis perspective, short NZDUSD at the moment around current
levels looks quite attractive for several reasons as described below:

1. The important weekly resistance in the 0.6800 area
2. NZDUSD appears to have completed a 5-wave Elliott wave structure after the
completion of the most recent bullish leg. After a 5-wave Elliott wave structure is
completed, a retracement at least follows.
3. Momentum in the most recent bullish leg is very slow and gradual indicating a
topping pattern.
4. NZDUSD has now also broken below the trendline of this most recent bullish leg,
indicating that most likely this gradual bullish leg has finished its run
5. NZDUSD has reached stretched levels on a short-term basis. Overbought-oversold
technical indicators such as the RSI have reached the overbought area on intraday
charts and also on the Daily chart.
6. Finally, NZDUSD has reached the 3rd monthly resistance pivot point and the 1st
weekly resistance pivot point (for this week) which stand around the 0.6825 level.
7. With the break of the rising support trendline, NZDUSD has now moved below
these pivot points and has been practically rejected at this resistance.

Current levels appear very attractive for selling the pair since they allow us to place a
fairly tight stop (of around 30 - 40) with room for NZDUSD to fall by around 100 - 120
pips (toward the 0.6700 level).

Entry:


Around current levels 0.6800, or higher if the market offers an opportunity
on a small rally/retracement.

Stop loss:


Above the 0.6840 high, or slightly above 0.6850 to allow greater breathing
room (although at the moment it doesn't look that the highs will be retested at
all)

Target:


Toward the 0.6700 round number level lower. The 38.2% Fibonacci
retracement is near at 0.6680 and is likely to be reached also if this trade
works as expected.

If you have any questions or feedback, don't hesitate to reply to this email.
Thank you!
Best Regards,
Philip
Senior Forex Manager
FX Trading Revolution
w: www.fxtradingrevolution.com
e: philip@fxtradingrevolution.com
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Hey! This is Philip with another trade idea of the Profitable Forex Newsletter!

USD sentiment continues to be bearish this week

It's the start of the week and it appears that sentiment continues to be bearish on the USD
which suggests bullish opportunities could offer good results on Gold.
We, therefore, trigger the long Gold trade that was issued as a potential opportunity last
Monday. Please revisit the charts from that email to get a sense for the longer-term
technical picture.
If the USD slide accelerates Gold should easily hit $1250. Our first target is the $1235
resistance and then from there, we could target $1250 if the bearish USD conditions
remain in place.
Looking at the daily chart, today's attempt to push lower was swiftly rejected and Gold is
green on the day again. This, as well as the intra-day timeframes, suggests that Gold
should push higher this week.
On the chart below I show the short-term technical picture:

Entry:


Around current levels $1224, or lower if we get an opportunity.

Stop loss:


Place the stop below the $1217.90 low.

Profit targets:


Target the $1235 resistance area on the daily chart as mentioned above.

Best Regards,
Philip
Senior Forex Manager
FX Trading Revolution
w: www.fxtradingrevolution.com
e: philip@fxtradingrevolution.com
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Hey! This is Philip with another trade idea of the Profitable Forex Newsletter!

USD drops sharply amid dovish Fed officials

Friday was an ugly day for the US Dollar as the currency was down across the board amid
dovish comments from Vice Chair Clarida who cited concerns over the outlook for the
pace of global growth for the next year.
The fact that the NZDUSD short trade was blasted to the upside is a telling sign of the
kind of USD weakness we can expect on dovish news. In fact, no bullish news was
released over the past week of the other major currencies, but the fall in the USD was
driven by USD selling, hence commodity currencies such as AUD, NZD, and CAD all
rose versus the greenback.
In his comments last Friday, Clarida acknowledged that a slowdown in the global
economy looks probable and that it will likely affect the US as well (something that I
warned about a few weeks ago in the email titled "Has the US Dollar peaked now?".
While the USD obviously didn't peak at that point and it could still appreciate a bit
further, the point of the trend reversing is getting near. Most importantly, last week's
reaction in the markets just shows that the USD is indeed much more sensitive to
dovish/negative news than any positive/bullish USD news. This suggests that short USD
trades are likely to offer better trading opportunities at this point than long opportunities.
Therefore, we continue to look for selling opportunities on USD this week, however, the
US Dollar index has still not broken the key support area around 96.00.
Hence at this point, it looks better to wait for confirmation of the USD reversal and stand
ready to sell on bearish opportunities this week.

USDJPY technicals are bearish
The USDJPY pair, in particular, looks interesting for selling opportunities this week. A
further move down will be especially likely if stocks sell-off again this week.
Technically, the 113.00 level as resistance is key now as the weekly 200 moving average
and the daily 55 moving average stand in this area.

We can look for selling opportunities on the intraday charts and particularly interesting
looks the 113.20 resistance area where bearish patterns can form on the 1-hour and 4-hour charts.

Potential entries
Entry:


Wait for USDJPY to rally toward 113.20 and look for bearish signals and
entry opportunities there.

Stop loss:


The stop can be placed just above the bearish pattern under this scenario

Profit targets:


If things unfold as described, then the probabilities look high that the 112.00
level will be reached, therefore this should be the first target level where some
profits can be taken out of the table.



If the bearish move accelerates, USDJPY can easily continue down to 111.00
and 110.00 which would be the next targets further out.

USDJPY could also continue lower without testing the 113.20 resistance, and in that
case continuation and breakout patterns can be used to join the movment.

If you have any questions or feedback, don't hesitate to reply to this email.
Thank you!
Best Regards,
Philip
Senior Forex Manager
FX Trading Revolution
w: www.fxtradingrevolution.com
e: philip@fxtradingrevolution.com
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Hey! This is Philip with an update on the Fx market!

Back to uncertainty mode - Moving the stop on the long Gold trade

Although the trade progressed in our favor initially, it appears that things are not going in
the usual way for the Fx market at the moment and uncertainty regarding where the US
Dollar will be moving is back.
Essentially, the US Dollar was unusually the strongest of all major currencies - dragging
down Gold and other commodities also. What's even more unusual is the fact that stocks
fell sharply and safe haven currencies like the JPY and CHF weakened versus the Dollar.
Gold was also down and additionally formed a bearish engulfing candlestick pattern on
the daily chart yesterday which is a warning sign for further gains. So, for these reasons, it
is appropriate to turn more cautious now.
The first thing we can do is tighten the stop to $1219.50. Additionally, if the price
continues to struggle to move higher we can close the trade completely around these
levels.

Note:
Later today, or tomorrow I'll send more details and an update on the previous email from
a few weeks ago where we suggested that long AUDNZD opportunities could be provided
around the 1.06 area. It appears that the time for that is now near.

Additionally, USDJPY selling opportunities could be provided today above the 113.00
level as we suggested in the email on Monday.
Although, USD was the strongest yesterday if stocks remain pressured to the downside
USDJPY will probably catch up sooner or later. For the moment, however, it has still not
reached the preferable 113.20 area and no bearish signals have formed yet.
Best Regards,
Philip
Senior Forex Manager
FX Trading Revolution
w: www.fxtradingrevolution.com
e: philip@fxtradingrevolution.com
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Hey! This is Philip with another trade idea of the Profitable Forex Newsletter!

AUDNZD - Time to look for long entries
As expected the AUDNZD currency pair has reached our preferable buying area around
the 1.06 level.
As is typical for AUDNZD, the pair is likely to spend some time trading around this
support level before it fully reverses and starts moving higher. AUDNZD most often
moves gradually and tests a support area multiple times before finally pushing higher. So,
it's fairly likely that we'll get slightly lower levels again even if the bottom is already in
place.

Fundamentals
NZD now appears quite expensive relative to AUD and that should support the pair back
toward its fairer value around 1.1000. New Zealand economic data has been surprising
positively in recent weeks while Australian data has been lagging slightly behind. Hence,
this is to a large extent the reason behind the fall in the AUDNZD exchange rate.
However, the expensive NZD is likely to weigh on the economic and inflation outlook
now, and the Reserve Bank of New Zealand also won't be too satisfied with the strong

NZD. So, probabilities are now more in favor for AUD to react positively to Australian
data while NZD could slide rather quickly if New Zealand data starts to revert lower.

Technicals
The pair has now reached the important 1.06 support area where a monthly/weekly chart
rising trendline currently stands. We can already see a reaction in the pair as the price has
already bounced slightly.
The RSI indicator is already oversold on the daily timeframe while the Stochastic is also
oversold on the weekly timeframe. The pair has also notably deviated from the monthly
pivot point and is now testing the monthly pivot support 2. This strengthens the support in
this area and makes it a good place to look for buying opportunities.
To do that we can specifically use the daily chart. As can be seen, the bounce on the daily
chart is not very convincing so far, but the importance of this support zone suggests that
the probabilities are high for a stronger bounce to materialize.
The pair can push slightly lower again, but declines should be largely contained to levels
close to 1.0600. Since this is a weekly and monthly support area, the pair could push all
the way down to 1.0500 and even slightly below it on lower timeframes. But without a
weekly close below 1.0500, the support would still hold.

To better pinpoint the reversal, we can switch to the 4-hour timeframe. A gradually
declining channel exist here which suggests that when a bullish breakout occurs here
AUDNZD will rebound more strongly on the higher timeframes as well. Hence, to
monitor the short-term picture we should keep an eye on this channel.

Entry:



Wait for a bullish breakout of the falling trendline on the 4-hour chart shown



above.
Or, if AUDNZD starts to fall again, we can buy toward the bottom of the
channel in which case levels below 1.0600 may be provided again.

Stop loss:


Levels below 1.0500 are likely to be appropriate for a stop loss. But,
depending on how the things unfold from here and on the specific entry
pattern, a different stop loss can be used.

Targets:





1st at the minor 1.0750 resistance
2nd at 1.0900
3rd 1.1000
If the trade unfolds as expected, then all targets will likely be reached. We
will monitor the price action closely and trailing the stop higher as/if the trade
goes in our favor.

If you have any questions or feedback, don't hesitate to reply to this email.
Thank you!
Best Regards,
Philip
Senior Forex Manager
FX Trading Revolution
w: www.fxtradingrevolution.com
e: philip@fxtradingrevolution.com
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Hey! This is Philip with an update on the Fx market!

Triggering the short USDJPY trade

The technical conditions for entering the short USDPY trade that was sent this Monday
have now been fulfilled and the resistance in the 113.20 area appears to be holding, so the
situation is appropriate to initiate a short position.
However, we will still remain cautious as things in the Fx market have not changed much
and most indicators suggest that market players are indecisive at the moment regarding
the US Dollar which explains the tight ranges in EURUSD and USDJPY over the past two
days.
Entry:


Look to enter short around current levels (112.90) or slightly higher if the
113.20 resistance area still holds.

Stop loss:


There is no reason to place a big stop here given the indecision in the market.
Hence, we are placing the stop around the 113.30 - 113.35 area.

Targets:


112.00 remains the first target and it's where the 100-day moving average also
sits at the moment. From there we'll evaluate conditions for whether further
short positioning will be appropriate.

For the moment, this USDJPY trade is largely based on technical analysis as some key
technical levels have been hit and USDJPY has reacted at them. But if for some reason,
USD strength kicks in again then there is the possibility that USDJPY could head higher
again.
So, we'll be keeping a vigilant eye for any dangers that may arise.

Gold:
Gold continued to crawl higher, but this kind of price action is indicating weak
momentum and suggests that a near-term top could be forming. Hence, either moving the
stop to breakeven or exiting a part or the full position here is a more appropriate strategy
at this stage in the trade.

Best Regards,
Philip
Senior Forex Manager
FX Trading Revolution
w: www.fxtradingrevolution.com
e: philip@fxtradingrevolution.com
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Hey! This is Philip with another trade idea of the Profitable Forex Newsletter!

Buying USDCAD as Oil breaks below key support
Oil decisively broke below the key $55 support area today which suggests there are
further losses in the cards for the Canadian Dollar (meaning USDCAD higher).
The technicals on USDCAD are also bullish - confirming the fundamental developments.
Although Candian CPI and retail sales data largely beat expectations today, all of the
CAD strength was rejected and reversed after the initial reaction.
This rejection of good news particularly implies there is scope for a further rise in
USDCAD and that Oil is a more important factor at the moment for the Canadian Dollar
than the slightly better than expected inflation data.

Current levels provide good opooruntuieis to go long with a stop below the post-CPI lows
(1.3180) where the bearish attempt was rejected.
Entry:


Around current levels (1.3240)

Stop loss:



Below 1.3180 as described above

Targets:


1st - The 1.3300 resistance area



2nd - The 1.3400 area which is the top of the rising channel

If you have any questions or feedback, don't hesitate to reply to this email.
Thank you!
Best Regards,
Philip
Senior Forex Manager
FX Trading Revolution
w: www.fxtradingrevolution.com
e: philip@fxtradingrevolution.com
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Hey! This is Philip with the Monday trade idea of the Free Profitable Forex Newsletter!

Good risk-reward on EURCHF longs at current levels

After a while, the EURCHF long trade becomes interesting again, if anything, at least
from a technical analysis perspective.
The Euro has been pressured to the downside in recent weeks due to the Italian budget
standoff but also by weakening economic prospects in the biggest EU economies.
However, despite all the negative fundamentals, the 1.1300 support level has held
in EURCHF and this suggests the pair could make a rebound at least toward the 1.1400
level in the short-term.
Currently trading around 1.1315, a buy EURCHF position is worth a go considering that
the current price is very close to support and there is a good amount of room till the next
resistance at 1.1400 to profit on.
Additionally, there were some positive developments today regarding the Italian budget
standstill where Italy's Government officials stated that reducing the deficit is acceptable
for them as long as it doesn't reduce growth.
So, with a tight stop, long trades could offer good profits if the trade works out well.

Entry:


Around current levels or as close as possible to the 1.1300 support

Stop loss:


Below 1.1280 - slightly below the 1.1300 support handle in case the price dips
below it to shake out stops.

Targets:


Toward the 1.1400 level



Note that 1.1350 is also minor resistance, so if the price action has difficulties
to continue higher, moving the stop to break-even and/or taking partial
profits would be appropriate.

Trade signals from the past week





November 19, 2018 – Long Gold (XAUUSD) from $1224, stop moved to
breakeven, stop triggered = 0 pips
November 22, 2018 – Short USDJPY from 112.90, stopped at 113.10 = -20 pips
The long USDCAD trade remains open as the stop survived two attempts
The longer term long AUDNZD was also triggered last week.

TOTAL: -20 pips in the past week
TOTAL: +677 pips profit since the beginning of October

If you have any questions or feedback, don't hesitate to reply to this email.
Thank you!
Best Regards,
Philip
Senior Forex Manager
FX Trading Revolution
w: www.fxtradingrevolution.com
e: philip@fxtradingrevolution.com
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Hey! This is Philip with an update on the Fx market and potential upcoming trade ideas

Dollar tumbles as Powell shifts dovish – Looking for opportunities
to sell USD
The big story yesterday was the fall in the Dollar following comments from Fed chairman
Jay Powell saying that interest rates are at levels just below neutral.
This is in contrast to his previous statement from early October when Powell said that
interest rates are a long way from neutral.
As we suspected and have discussed in previous emails here, the Fed was likely to turn
more dovish, especially given the sharp fallout in stocks and oil prices over the past two
trading months.
The US Dollar was ripe for a correction due to overextended positioning on the long side
and the reaction in the currency just tells us what we can expect once the Fed stops the
current rate-hiking circle.
The minutes from the November Fed meeting will be released later today, and chances are
the Dollar will extend its slide if the minutes contain more dovish matter. For example,
this could come if FOMC members express concern about the growth and inflation
outlook, and/or if they are worried that further rate hikes could restrain the economy. In
this way, Fed policymakers would affirm that they are close to the point where no more
rate hikes are needed which should be bearish for the Dollar and likely exacerbate its
decline.

USD selling opporutnities - Watching the USD Index
Technically, some key levels are holding in the major USD pairs and in the US Dollar
Index. But once the USD Index breaks below 96.50, the fall in the Dollar will likely
accelerate as this is a key technical support area for the Dollar at the moment.

I will be sending specific trade ideas with details either later today or tomorrow.
We can see that the Dollar is retracing back this morning (vs Euro, Yen, GBP), but a
resumption of the Dollar strength that we saw over the past months is unlikely at this
point.
Hence, we should be looking for opportunities to sell the Dollar. The main question is
which currency we should do it against.

USDCAD
USDCAD was also sharply down yesterday on the falling USD. However, the strength of
the Canadian Dollar is likely to be short-lived as Oil prices are still hovering near the
lows. Additionally, the Bank of Canada is likely to follow the Fed with the rate hikes, so
if the Fed pauses the BOC is likely to do so as well.
In fact, CAD didn't strengten versus any of the other currencies yesterday, which suggests
there are likely to be good opporutnies to sell CAD in the coming days/weeks.
The bullish channel on the daily USDCAD chart should hold, though risks for a bearish
breakout have increased with the USD slide yesterday.

If you have any questions or feedback, don't hesitate to reply to this email.
Thank you!
Best Regards,
Philip
Senior Forex Manager
FX Trading Revolution
w: www.fxtradingrevolution.com
e: philip@fxtradingrevolution.com
Note: If you would like to unsubscribe from our paid newsletter, we recommend to do so
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Hey! This is Philip with another trade idea of the Profitable Forex Newsletter!

Long EURUSD on bullish breakout

In line with the email from earlier today, the EURUSD pair appears to be at good levels
for entering long.
The uptrend is accelerating looking at the intraday charts after the pair broke out of the
descending channel yesterday. It also retested the broken resistance trendline from the
other side today and is now near the daily highs.
Hence, the current situaiton provides a good opportunity to enter long and target the
1.1500 resistance area.
The chart is shown below:

Entry:


Around current levels (1.1390) or closer to the 1.1350 support

Stop loss:



Below the 1.1348 low

Target:


The 1.1500 area

If you have any questions or feedback, don't hesitate to reply to this email.
Thank you!
Best Regards,
Philip
Senior Forex Manager
FX Trading Revolution
w: www.fxtradingrevolution.com
e: philip@fxtradingrevolution.com
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Hey! This is Philip with an update on the latest developments in the Forex market.

Fx remains rangebound ahead of G20 summit
All of the major Fx pairs pretty much remain in sideways choppy price action mode. After
staging a solid rebound a few days ago, EURUSD is back down today and the USD is
broadly up.
But, it doesn't mean that a trend will develop out of this. In fact, both the Euro and
the Dollar are pretty much unloved by investors at the moment. The Euro remains
pressured from domestic factors while traders are getting increasingly concerned
about the outlook for the US economy as well.
At his point, things are pretty much leveled off between the Euro and the Dollar hence some more range trading seems likely.

Other currencies like GBPUSD and USDJPY also remain in broad ranges, while
commodity currencies like AUDUSD and NZDUSD are also reaching points where gains
will be more difficult to achieve in the near-term from this point on.
The USD Index continues to trade in the rising channel that we discussed in the email
from a few days ago, hence technically USD bulls are still in control of this market.

Focus on the events in coming weeks
The G20 summit that takes place over the weekend is an uncertain event where the most
important meeting is between US President Trump and China's Xi. Based on the outcome
of this event, good trading opportunities could possibly be provided next week, but that
remains to be seen once we know more details.
From Monday on and after the outcome of the G20 meeting is known, traders will switch
focus on the new month that starts next week and on the US Non-Farm Payrolls report
next Friday.
Also, there are two pivotal central bank meetings in December and the anticipation of
those events will shape a lot of the movements in currencies over the coming weeks.
Those are the ECB and the Fed meetings which will take place on December 13 and
December 19.

Staying long AUDNZD
The long position on AUDNZD remains open. This trade will likely need several weeks to
work so patience is appropriate in this case.
Another push below 1.0600 is also possible but the pair should be close to the bottom at
this point.
If you have any questions or feedback, don't hesitate to reply to this email.
Thank you!
Best Regards,
Philip
Senior Forex Manager
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Hey! This is Philip with another trade idea of the Profitable Forex Newsletter!

Gold breaking higher, looking to join the move!

Gold is today breaking out above the important $1235 resistance zone and more importantly
is set to close the day above this key resistance zone.
Previously, several bullish attempts were rejected in this area in October. Although intraday
Gold rose to as far as $1243 then, it never managed to close above $1235.
The $1235 area is important mainly because of the 200-week moving average as well as the
past weekly lows and highs in this area. So, a strong close today with a tall green candle
will increase the probabilities that further gains are in the cards for the yellow metal.
So, if things unfold as described above - Gold closes strong today near the highs, we can
look to join the bullish move on a retracement on the intraday charts. A continuation of the
move higher today seems unlikely as there is no major event to trigger more volatility today
and a large move has already occurred for the day. So, some consolidation until the close
today seems more probable compared to further bullish continuation.
The obvious level we would look for bullish signals is $1235 which would now act as
support. However, XAUUSD may not even come down this far at all so bullish signals
slightly higher than this can also set the end of the retracement.
We must also keep in mind that volatile events are ahead of us this week, so large market
moves are likely to occur. Mainly, the events that will affect Gold are Fed Chair Powell
testimony and the Non-farm Payrolls on Friday.
Nonetheless, the most probable outcome for Gold is still to be higher after those events than
lower, hence we are looking for bullish opportunities.

Entry:


Wait for a retracement on the intraday charts and look for bullish signals
toward the $1235 level. Bearish attempts should be rejected in this $1235 zone
if we are to get another push higher.

Stop loss:


Below the low of the entry signal/pattern and below the $1235 support zone

Target:


The $1260 resistance area - The upper trendline of the rising channel and the
200-day moving average (currently sitting at $1257) are in this technical area.



The $1250 round number is also minor resistance and an appropriate level to
take some profits before the final target. But, unless the price struggles here,
it is likely that Gold will reach $1260 also.

If you have any questions or feedback, don't hesitate to reply to this email.
Thank you!
Best Regards,
Philip
Senior Forex Manager
FX Trading Revolution
w: www.fxtradingrevolution.com
e: philip@fxtradingrevolution.com
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Hey! This is Philip with an update on the Fx market

Forex ranges to persist with pivotal events going into Christmas

Overall, the Forex market remains largely range-bound with a lot of messy sideways price
action, making it rather difficult to find good trading opportunities.
A lot of important events will take place over the next 2 - 3 weeks and that is why traders
and investors are reluctant to take on new positions, hence prices remain in a range.
These key events include the Non-Farm Payrolls - out this Friday, the UK Parliament vote
on the Brexit deal (December 11, Tuesday next week), the ECB meeting (December 13)
and the Fed meeting (December 19). All of these events will affect the respective currencies
in a major way.
The testimony of Fed chairman Powell to Congress was supposed to take place today but
was postponed and will be rescheduled for another day. It is also a pivotal event that markets
are focusing on and together with the Fed meeting on December 19 can put a definite top
(high) for the US Dollar if the outcomes of these events are dovish.

Gold
It's been a quiet day today with US markets closed. The price of Gold has progressed
roughly as we expected in yesterday's email and has reached the specified entry levels. The
conditions for the trade have been fulfilled and a long position with a stop below $1233
should be initiated as per the analysis.
With Fed chairmen, Powell's testimony to Congress postponed, the Non-Farm Payrolls on
Friday will be the main source of volatility for XAUUSD (Gold).
The bullish reaction on a negative NFP surprise is likely to be stronger than any bearish
reaction on a positive surprise of the same degree. Therefore, being long Gold around this
level is appropriate from a risk-reward and positioning perspective.
The yellow metal may, however, spend some more time in consolidation around the current
levels
before
picking
up
again.

AUDNZD

AUDNZD fell sharply overnight on the release of much weaker than expected Australian
GDP. The fall in the AUDNZD rate on this news doesn't make much sense especially
because New Zeland will also be heavily affected by slowing Australian growth. Therefore,
New Zealand's GDP is also likely to fallow it lower sooner or later, hence the fall of this
magnitude in AUDNZD is rather unjustified.
Retail sales and trade balance will be released tonight (early Thursday session). Chinese
trade balance data could also affect AUD which will be released at the end of the week.
Worse than expected reports here can exacerbate the decline in AUD and lead AUDNZD
even lower. Still, the bottom should not be far and support is strong in this wider 1.0500
area.
Staying long at these levels is still appropriate, but the stop is in danger of being taken out
now. It’s highly unlikely that AUDNZD can go below 1.04, but with additional AUD
negative news it’s possible that the rate could dip that far below.
So, even if the 1.0500 stop is taken out we will be looking for opportunities to enter long
again at a later time relatively soon. Those who don’t mind having a bigger stop can hold
this trade with a stop below the 1.0400 - 1.0350 zone.
The targets and fair value to the upside remain as previously specified - toward 1.1000.

If you have any questions or feedback, don't hesitate to reply to this email.
Thank you!
Best Regards,
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Hey! This is Philip with another trade idea of the Profitable Forex Newsletter!

Fx update - Currencies remain range-bound

The Brexit chaos continues and rattled the markets today. As we expected and noted last
week, the uncertainty across the Fx market remains high and this Monday was just a
confirmation of that.
The main focus was on the British Pound as the currency fell to a 20 month low against the
Dollar on a rise in uncertainty in UK politics. The Euro is also dragged down and sentiment
is weak toward the European currencies.
Commodity currencies (AUD, NZD, CAD) also remain generally weak amid trade tension
between the US and China as well as some domestic factors. Finally, the US Dollar doesn’t
look particularly attractive either at the moment with investors anticipating the Fed to
announce the end of the hiking cycle any moment now.
And so, the ranges in the major Fx currency pairs are justified considering this. As noted
above, sentiment toward GBP and the Euro is particularly negative now and some selling
opportunities could be provided in the days ahead. But, at the moment no opportunities
with attractive risk-reward appear on the charts.

Potential short USDJPY trade
USDJPY has been stuck in a range for more than 2 months now as trade tensions keep the
Japanese currency firm while the yield disadvantage works against it. As a result, it can be
observed that much of the price action lately has been driven by technicals rather than
fundamentals as there isn’t a clear direction of the fundamentals for USDJPY at the
moment.
Thus, it’s probable that some range trading opportunities should be profitable on USDJPY
in this environment as is evident from the charts. The pair bounced strongly today at the
112 support area and is now trading above 113.00.

But, as it moves higher, chances are it will meet resistance around the 113.70 and 114.00
levels at the falling trendline of the triangle. This could provide selling opportunities. The
chart is shown below.

Entry:


Wait for a rally toward the 113.70 - 114.00 resistance zone and for a bearish
pattern or signal to form there

Stop loss:


Place the stop above the bearish signal/patter

Target:


The lower end of the triangle toward the 112.50 level.

Trade signals from the past week




November 23, 2018 – Long AUDNZD from 1.0640, stop taken at 1.0495 = - 145
pips
December 05, 2018 – Long Gold (XAUUSD) from $1236.00, first target reached
at $1250.00 = 140 points = +140 pips profit

TOTAL: -5 pips in the past week
TOTAL: +655 pips profit since the beginning of October
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Hey! This is Philip with an update on the Fx market and a potential trade on the EURCHF
pair.

Potential EURCHF harmonic bullish bat, 1.1215 key level!
A harmonic bullish bat pattern seems to be forming on the EURCHF pair with a harmonic
support zone in the 1.1210 - 1.1215 price area. The pair has bounced rather strongly today,
but the levels for the harmonic pattern to be completed have not been reached yet, so no
trades should be taken based on this pattern for the moment.
It also suggests that there is another bearish leg that EURCHF needs to take for the harmonic
bat pattern to be completed. The bearish, channel which resistance has held today, also
points that there is potential for another bearish leg in EURCHF. Under this case, EURCHF
would most likely reach the harmonic support zone and complete the bullish bat pattern
which would likely result in a rebound.
Additionally, from a fundamental perspective, EURCHF has strong support at 1.1200 from
the SNB which will probably start to intervene soon if EURCHF drops much further.
Both the ECB and the SNB have meetings tomorrow so it’s likely to be a volatile day.
EURCHF could potentially complete this pattern tomorrow and potentially take a clearer
direction

Entry:

after

that.



At the 1.1215 harmonic support area.

Stop loss:


Below 1.1200. - Harmonic patterns provide excellent entry opportunities with
very thing stops. So once the specified 1.1210 area is reached there is no need
to look for too much bullish confirmation in order enter the trade.

Targets:



1st - 1.1310 38.2% Fib retracement
2nd - 1.1372 61.8% Fib retracement

Forex market update - EUR, USD, JPY
In a situation where most of the major Forex pairs are stuck in ranges or triangles (except
GBP which has suffered chaotic moves in recent days due to UK’s political chaos), the
best thing to do at the moment would be to stand ready and be prepared to take advantage
of any opportunities that might be provided on a breakout of these ranges.
As can be seen from the chart below, the EURUSD pair is stuck in a triangle formation on
the daily timeframe.

The case is similar with the USDJPY pair with the only difference that the triangle has
lasted for somewhat longer - since the beginning of October.

The trade recommendation for potential selling opportunities on USDJPY remains on
standby as the price has yet to reach the specified resistance levels.

GBP chaos continues

The political chaos in the UK is ongoing with Prime Minister facing a leadership
challenge later today. GBP has seen price spikes in both directions as a result of the news
headlines and at the moment nothing is certain.
It’s uncertain whether Theresa May will still be Prime Minister in a few days from now or
a few weeks/months from now. She deferred the Parliament vote on the Brexit deal earlier
this week in order to avoid an overwhelming defeat.
For now, therefore, it remains best to avoid GBP pairs until there is a clearer sense of
direction.
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Full Profitable Forex Newsletter

Hey! This is Philip with another trade idea of the Profitable Forex Newsletter!

Disappointing EUR data, looking to sell EURJPY today

The PMI data from Europe that was released this morning was disappointing across the
board.
All three sets of data, the German, the French and the PMIs for the whole EU were lower
than the forecasts.
ECB President Draghi was also quite dovish in yesterday’s press conference as a result of
which the Euro declined.
Sentiment toward the Euro is turning increasingly negative as a result and there are some
key support levels already broken. This suggests there should be further downside to EUR
pairs as there is very little that could give a boost to the Euro at the moment.

Look to join EURJPY bearish trend today
With all the above in mind, both EURUSD and EURJPY are falling, but EURJPY looks
to be a better choice to express Euro bearishness for the following reasons.
In addition to USDJPY being at resistance, there is the US retail sales report later today
which, if weaker than expected could cause a fall in the Dollar and that will also affect
EURUSD.
On the other hand, there is no data out of Japan until the close of the day so JPY should
remain firm and stable today while the sentiment toward the Euro is getting increasingly
negative. Thus, the downtrend in the Euro should - is likely to continue.
Entry:


Around current levels (128.15) or if possible higher

Stop loss:



Above 128.50 - 128.60 to allow breathing room for volatility

Target:



1st 127.50
2nd 127.00

This is a momentum trade that will likely materialize quickly but the bearish Euro
sentiment is likely to persist into next week as well and provide more short EUR trades.
The only risk to such short Euro trades would be some surprise announcement from the
politicians like solving the deadlocks over Brexit or the Italian budget.

USDJPY
The short USDJPY trade we issued earlier this week is still valid and is a good play, but it
will likely need more time to materialize - probably going into next week and the Fed
meeting.
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Hey! This is Philip with another trade idea of the Profitable Forex Newsletter!

Tactical short EURUSD
Somewhat surprisingly, EURUSD managed to rally off the lows on Friday and it has
continued to move up today - reaching the 1.1350 level. However, all the negative

developments from the last week remain and this rally appears to have reached overbought
levels in the short term.
It’s primarily driven by USD weakness as everyone is focussed on the upcoming Fed
meeting in 2 days. The current levels close to 1.1350 in EURUSD provide a nice
opportunity to enter short with a 1st target toward 1.1300.
Before the Fed meeting, the stop can be moved lower, either to breakeven or to a profitable
level and hold the position during the meeting. In this way, we limit the downsides of
holding the position. If EURUSD falls further after the meeting we would have excellent
profits for no risk, while if EURUSD jumps, the stop would be taken with no loss.
The

1-hour

chart

is

Entry:


Around current levels (1.1335) and closer to 1.1350

Stop loss:

shown

below:



Above 1.1360. Keep it tight as this is a tactical, short-term trade only.

Target:


1st target at 1.1300. EURUSD could continue even lower if the market
refocuses on the EUR-negatives from last week.

Trade signals from the past week



December 14, 2018 – Short USDJPY from 113.55, stop moved to breakeven and
remains open into this week’s Fed meeting (featured in full and free newsletter)
December 14, 2018 – Short EURJPY from 128.23, closed at 128.10 before the end
of the trading day = +13 pips (featured in full newsletter)

TOTAL: +13 pips in the past week
TOTAL: +668 pips profit since the beginning of October
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Hey! This is Philip with an update on the Fx market ahead of the Fed meeting tonight

Pivotal Fed meeting tonight, best to stay flat USD!

A much anticipated and important Fed meeting is ahead of us today. There is a lot of
speculation going into this meeting regarding how and what the Fed will signal to the
markets for the coming year.
The markets are hoping for the Fed to turn more dovish and largely as a result of this we’ve
seen the Dollar decline this week. However, the reaction of the Forex market is very difficult
to
predict
regarding
this
Fed
meeting.

Uncertainty over the USD reaction to the Fed meeting tonight
The tricky part about it is that the initial reaction may be different from the longer-term
reaction. That is if the Fed is dovish (projects 2 or fewer rate hikes for 2019) the USD will
likely fall in the initial reaction tonight, but if we look at the longer-term situation, the
USD would still have a big yield advantage over other major currencies (EUR and JPY)
which central banks are set to keep rates at 0% throughout 2019 as well. This will make it
difficult for those currencies to rally substantially against the Dollar over a longer time
horizon.
On the other hand, in the less likely scenario, if the Fed is hawkish (that is they keep the
projection for 3 rate hikes in 2019), then there is a huge risk that US stocks will continue
to plunge lower fast which could in the end transfer to USD selling. In this case, the initial
USD reaction may be bullish, but again, it could be just a rollercoaster ride in the end.
So, therefore, it’s best to stay away from USD trades today and until there is more
clarity on the Fed outlook and the reaction in the markets.
The Dollar Index chart probably best captures the market’s confusion at the moment by
trading in a tight range between 96 and 97.
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Hey! This is Philip with another trade idea of the Profitable Forex Newsletter!

Looking to sell NZDUSD

The New Zealand Dollar was hammered down yesterday both from a strong USD due to
the Fed hiking rates, but also from a much weaker than expected GDP data from New
Zealand.
Given that the NZD has been rallying for some time, the GDP report comes kind of like a
reality check for the NZD and further losses are likely. Additionally, falling stock markets
and the ongoing trade tensions between China and the US will surely not help the risksensitive Kiwi.
With that in mind, we are looking to sell the NZDUSD currency pair.

NZDUSD
NZDUSD has completed a head and shoulders pattern yesterday and is now testing the
resistance from the broken neckline around the 0.6780 levels. The head and shoulders
pattern suggests that the target should be at 0.6575 with a stop above the right shoulder at
0.6880.

We may be able to place a tighter stop by switching to the lower timeframes and looking
to sell on intraday bearish patterns. For now, it appears some sideways consolidation may

take place before a resumption of the move lower.

Entry:



Look to sell around current levels or into any rallies toward the 0.6800 area
and maybe higher.
The head and shoulders will not be negated as long as the high of the right
shoulder is not taken out at 0.6880. So any intraday bearish pasterns into that
resistance could be the entry point that will allow us to place a tighter stop.

Stop loss:


Place the stop above the entry bearish pattern on intraday charts.

Target:




1st 0.6700 support
2nd 0.6650 support
3rd 0.6575 head and shoulder target

Alternatively you can trade the head and shoulders based on the daily chart. This would
only require a larger stop and more time for the H&S target to be reached.
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Hey! This is Philip with another trade idea of the Profitable Forex Newsletter!

Re-entering the long AUDNZD trade

We have been looking for long entries on AUDNZD for quite some time now, and after
allowing the previous trade to be stopped out, we are now entering a new buy AUDNZD
trade.The 2 emails that were sent in November where I shared my views on the AUDNZD
pair are in the attachments.
With the latest miss in the New Zealand GDP report, it appears that AUD is ready to catch
up and AUDNZD ready to bounce. Current levels appear attractive for entering with a
stop below the 1.0430 lows. The bullish reversal would be confirmed with a bullish
breakout outside of the falling channel. At that point, AUDNZD should be able to move
higher in a more stable way.

This will be a longer-term swing trade so several weeks may be needed for it to unfold.
The targets remain the same, 1st in the 1.0700 area, and 2nd and final at 1.1000. Of
course, we will monitor the situation and manage the trade in accordance with new
incoming information and developments on the charts.
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Hey! This is Philip with another trade idea of the Profitable Forex Newsletter!

Tactical USDJPY buy for a move back to 110.00
It was a sharp Christmas selloff for stock markets around the world and subsequently for
the USDJPY currency pair.

USDJPY has fallen 500 pips since its levels close to 114.00 in mid-December, but now, the
pair has reached interesting technical levels - making the case for a potential rebound higher
here.
Although the risk-off tone in markets is still very much strongly present and there are
fundamental and technical reasons for the selling in stocks and in USDJPY to continue
lower over the longer-term, at the moment, some consolidation looks likely.
The S&P 500 has rebounded from the 200-week moving average and the selling has
stabilized. Given that there was no additional clear reason for the selling (aside from the
Fed raising rates in December), some stabilization here looks probable for as long the US
economy stands its solid ground.
USDJPY would head toward 110.00 and maybe higher in such a case. If this premise proves
correct, then a tactical long trade here could offer nice profits. With this in mind, let’s look
at the technical reasons for a rebound in USDJPY at the current levels around 109.00.



A harmonic bullish bat pattern has formed with a harmonic support zone ending
point in the 109.00 area. The pattern is best visible on the daily and weekly charts,
as shown below.



Bullish divergence on RSI on the Daily chart, though the downward channel on the
RSI is still intact. The RSI on the daily timeframe is also in the overbought area,
suggesting the bearish move may have gone a bit too far too fast.



Strong rebound on intraday charts confirms that the bulls are starting to enter the
market around these levels. This is even noticeable on the daily chart.

Entry:


Close to the current levels around 109.30. If possible, it's always better to
enter lower if USDJPY potentially offers such an opportunity tomorrow.

Stop loss:




As per the harmonic pattern, the stop needs to go below 108.50 (as that is the
lowest point of the harmonic support zone. However, since several bearish
attempts below 109.00 were rejected and USDJPY already broke out of a
falling channel on the intraday charts, it should not dip below 109.00 again if
this trade is going to work smoothly.
Hence, we go for a tighter stop and place it at 108.95.

Target:


First -110.00 (conservative). The first target of the bat is at 110.80 (38.2% Fib
retracement), but due to the strength of the bearish trend (on higher
timeframes) and the still strong presence of risk aversion in markets overall,
we suggest the 110.00 level as a first target in a more conservative trade. Then




the 110.80 target can be aimed for if there are signs the bullish price action
will continue.
Second - 110.80 (1st target of bat pattern, 38.2% Fib retracement)
Third - The second target of the bat pattern (68.2% Fib retracement) is at
112.10.
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Hey! This is Philip with an update on some of the latest developments in the Forex
market!
No good trading opportunities appear at the moment.

Fx Update

The first week of January was a wild ride for Forex traders, primarily due to the flash crash
in JPY pairs which was felt almost across all pairs. Particularly hard hit were AUD and
GBP, and NZD and CAD to a lesser degree.
The flash crash unfortunately also took out the stop on our long AUDNZD position and the
pair has since turned higher again. The conditions for AUDNZD remain the same,
nevertheless, so we will be looking to enter long again in the following days.

EURUSD
The situation on EURUSD remains stuck in ranges, both technically and fundamentally.
The pair trades in the 1.13 - 1.15 area and will probably continue to do so until
fundamentals push or pull it in one direction more sustainably.
The fundamentals are not good for either currency at the moment, so the pair
is stuck in a range. The economic slowdown and political deadlocks in Europe continue,
while in the US a dovish shift at the Fed and sell-off in stocks keeps the Dollar on the
back foot. There is also the ongoing Government shutdown over a dispute about the
border wall with Mexico which is also putting some political uncertainty on the currency.
For the moment, no good opportunities appear on the pair.

USDJPY
USDJPY has been consolidating pretty much sideways since the flash crash, but the
trading ranges are now much bigger because volatility has risen. A trading range on the
15-minute chart is now 60 - 70 pips big and some trading opportunities may be provided
here.
On the 15 minute chart, some trading channels have formed so short-term trading
opportunities can be provided either on a breakout or when the price touches one of the
trendlines.

USDCAD
USDCAD has fallen sharply in the new year and has now nearly corrected all of the
December gains. It has now reached levels closer to fair value around 1.3300 where also
the 55-day moving average sits.
The big risk event for the week is the Bank of Canada meeting on Wednesday.
Expectations and forecasts are divided for whether they will hike rates or not, so it is
difficult to pick a direction for the Canadian Dollar this weak before the event.
1.3300 is support, so the pair could easily rebound and reverse direction here.

AUDUSD and NZDUSD
NZDUSD has reached the head and shoulders target although that occurred on the flash
crash last week. There is resistance close to and at the 0.6800 area while for AUDUSD
resistance is at 0.7180 - 0.7200.
How these pairs trades will also depend a lot on the general USD direction, so if the USD

turns around on a broad basis, AUDUSD and NZDUSD would have likely bottomed with
last week’s lows.
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Hey! This is Philip with another trade idea of the Profitable Forex Newsletter!

EURJPY likely to resume downtrend now
The EURJPY currency pair pierced through the 125.00 round number resistance level
yesterday but was rejected here and is now back below it. The overall price action on the

intraday charts (1-hour and 30-min) also suggests that a top is forming and bearish
divergence exists on momentum oscillators such as the RSI.
Markets are still in a risk-off mood due to the late December equity turmoil so bearish
opportunities on JPY pairs look attractive. The Euro, on the other hand, remains unfavored
as domestic economic and political woes are pressuring it on the bearish side.
Additionally, the technicals on USDJPY are also bearish while EURUSD has reached
resistance around 1.1550 and is now declining. The bearish outlooks for these two pairs
should further help the bearish case for EURJPY.
The EURJPY technicals are shown on the chart below and we can see that several
consolidation channels have been formed since the flash crash but the bullish momentum
is weakening with each new channel. This trade will work well if risk-off kicks in again
(S&P/stocks falling or other news headline) while a main risk is if risk appetite returns
instead (e.g. China and Trump announce they’ve reached a deal).

Entry:



Look for selling opportunities around current levels 124.60 or close to 125.00 (if it
gets there at all). A break of the most recent channel would likely accelerate the
decline.

Stop loss:


Above 125.00 and at the rising trendline of the channel till the channel is broken
(at the moment that is 125.20). After it's broken stop can be tightened below
125.00.

Target:



1st 123.50
2nd 122.50

Trade signals from the past few weeks
Week December 17 - December 21 2018


December 17, 2018 – Short EURUSD from 1.1335, stop triggered at 1.1360 = -25
pips (featured in full and free newsletter)



December 18, 2018 - Target reached at 112.50 on short USDJPY from 113.55 =
+105 pips profit (featured in full and free newsletter on December 04, 2018)



December 20, 2018 – Short NZDUSD from 0.6780, 2nd target reached at 0.6650 =
+130 pips profit (featured in full newsletter)



December 21, 2018 – Long AUDNZD from 1.0500, stop triggered at 1.0425 = 75 pips (featured in full newsletter) - Unfortunately, the stop was triggered during
the flash crash in JPY and AUD pairs on January 3rd

Week January 02 – January 04


Long USDJPY from 109.30, stop taken at 108.95 = -35 pips (featured in full
newsletter)

TOTAL: +100 pips in the past 3 weeks
TOTAL: +768 pips profit since the beginning of October
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Hey! This is Philip with another trade idea of the Profitable Forex Newsletter!

Long EURUSD on bullish breakout
EURUSD broke above the important 1.1500 resistance 2 days ago and is currently able to
maintain levels above this watermark. Dovish comments from Fed officials in the past

few days have been the main reason for USD weakness and that has driven EURUSD
higher.
An attempt to go back below 1.1500 was rejected yesterday, therefore, the breakout retest - continuation pattern seems to be in play at the moment. Additionally, just this
morning we got positive Brexit news that UK MPs are planning to delay the Brexit
deadline beyond Marc 29 (thus avoiding a “no deal” Brexit). The Euro also benefits from
positive Brexit developments, though to a much lesser degree than GBP of course.

Bullish technicals EURUSD
The technicals on EURUSD look good for at least short-term bullish opportunities. The
pair is trading inside of a bullish channel and at the moment is relatively close to the
support trendline. The rising resistance trendline is above the 1.1600 level and would
come somewhere in the 1.1615 - 1.1630 area, assuming EURUSD progresses higher.

Entry:


Around current levels and closer to 1.1500
Stop loss:
 Below the 1.1480 lows

Target:
 Toward the rising trendline of the channel - 1.1615 - 1.1630

Closing the EURJPY sell trade from yesterday
In the meantime, the short EURJPY trade that was sent yesterday haven’t moved much
and at this point, given the Brexit headlines risks have increased that it goes higher.
Hence, we are closing that trade for now.
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Hey! This is Philip with an update on some of the latest developments in the Forex
market!

Fx Update - Staying on the sidelines as UK Parliament vote on
Brexit deal looms

The Forex market is again in consolidation and anticipation mode as the vote on the
Brexit deal by the UK Parliament is set to take place later today. We are staying out of
GBP and EUR pairs particularly, but also CHF and JPY as these two probably are going
to be affected by the outcome of the vote also (due to risk-on risk-off), though to a lesser
degree.
The price action and the charts on many pairs is choppy and overlapping confirming the
indecision in the market. In addition to Brexit and political tensions in Europe (France,
Italy and else) there is the US-China trade tensions as well. This particularly affects the
AUD and NZD currencies and also the overall risk sentiment in the market, thus the JPY
currency.
In recent days, it was reported that the US and China have made some progress in the
negotiations, but no details are known yet, so the risks for things to deteriorate are still
there. After the stock market sell-off in December and the flash crash at the start of this
month, the moves in risk-sensitive assets have been consolidating (both in JPY and in US
stocks).
Hence, at the moment, it is difficult to pick good opportunities in the market, especially
because there are risk events and uncertainty for pretty much all of the major currencies as
discussed briefly above.
But certainly, as is often the case, opportunities could be just around the corner on a
breakthrough in negotiations and subsequent breakouts on the charts (say if, for example,
some clarity emerges regarding Brexit and the future of the EU and UK relationship).
We are watching the outcome of the UK Parliament vote today and will watch for
any opportunities in GBP pairs, either in a positive or a negative outcome. Once
some opportunities are created, I will be sending trading ideas with charts and all
the details.
For the moment, we are staying away on the sidelines for this week, even from shortterm trading.
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Hey! This is Philip with new trade ideas of the Profitable Forex Newsletter!

S&P 500 meets resistance and USDJPY has started to turn
USDJPY, as well as other JPY crosses, have been slowly rising in the past few weeks and
now appear to be slowly turning down.
The consolidation in JPY pairs appears to be near the end as it does for US stocks also.
The S&P 500 is playing with the 2600 resistance, and although it managed to go through,
it has also now broken the rising support trendline that goes back to the December lows.
This is a bearish signal for the S&P, especially because it also appears at a key resistance
around 2600.
Fundamentally, the rally has most probably also run its course as it was not driven by
economic factors or prospects for stronger growth.

Attractive shorts in NZDJPY and CADJPY at current levels
Hence, with USDJPY near 109.00, the current levels look a bit expensive and the path of
least resistance should be lower.
Elsewhere, NZDUSD has broken support and is accelerating on the move down. Another
bearish leg would be also bearish for NZDUSD due to the risk sensitivity of NZD.
For CAD, solid support has formed in USDCAD around 1.3200 while Crude Oil has hit
resistance around $52 - $53 and is very close to the strong $55 resistance area. Hence, the
easier path for the pair is higher, probably to 1.3350 gradually.
So, NZDJPY and CADJPY would be even better trades than NZDUSD or USDCAD,
assuming that USDJPY falls from here. The probabilities suggest it should, if not by
a lot, at least to 108.00 again, but also 107.00 should be easily achievable.
The above analysis suggests that NZDJPY and CADJPY should soon be heading at
least around 100 - 150 pips lower. In line with that let’s look at some specific levels:

NZDJPY
Entry:


Near current levels (73.30) or slightly higher if the market gives us the
chance. It would be best if it provides an opportunity to enter closer
to the 74.00 level which is a good technical level for a stop loss.

Stop loss:
 74.00 or slightly above to allow more breathing room
Target:
 72.30 would be the minimum target, but NZDJPY can fall to 71.80,
71.30 or even lower depending on how things play out on USDJPY
and NZDUSD.

CADJPY
Entry:


Near current levels (81.85).

Stop loss:
 at 82.30, this level should hold if this trade will work well
Target:





81.20 is the minimum target, assuming the likely scenario of USDJPY falling
to 108.00 and USDCAD rising to at least 1.3300.
80.90 would be the 2nd target if USDCAD can rise to 1.3350.
If USDJPY falls below 108.00, then there will be more room for CADJPY to
extend the decline further as well.

We will monitor these trades and if they work well I will send additional updates over the
coming days.
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Hey! This is Philip with another trade idea of the Profitable Forex Newsletter!

Watching for USDJPY short opportunities
First, sorry for the wrong date on the previous email from today, it should be January 17
(today), not January 16. Now, onto the USDJPY trade idea:
The USDJPY pair continues to rise at a very gradual pace since the sudden flash crash on
January 3rd. The overall technicals and fundamentals, however, suggest that another
bearish leg is more likely than a material extension of the bullish move to the upside.
The bullish attempt yesterday at the 109.00 resistance was rejected and USDJPY has
slipped below it again. For the moment, USDJPY is still trading in a gradual bullish
channel and the support trendline stands around the 108.70 level. A bearish break below it
would open the way toward 108.00 which would give us an opportunity to enter a short
trade.
If/once this occurs, USDJPY could easily continue below 108.00 and toward 107.50 and
107.00. However, it's still early to discuss that and we will see how things develop from
here.
Entry:


Wait for a bearish break through the 108.70 support as shown on the
chart and then look for attractive entry points.

Stop loss:


Above the entry pattern and above the broken support trendline. 109.00 is the
obvious level for placing the stop and maybe a bit higher to allow breathing
room for the trade.

Target:
 1st - 108.00
2nd - 107.50
34d - 107.50
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Good evening traders,
This is Philip with another trade idea of the Profitable Forex Newsletter!

Range-bound market continues - Few good opportunities
Good trading opportunities are few lately, most Fx pairs, especially the majors remain
range bound and there are many risks on the horizon regarding the fundamental side (EU
politics, UK Brexit, Trump, and US-China trade).
So, in this environment, we are trying to pick the best trading opportunities as much as
possible but there is little action on the charts. Last week’s trade ideas didn’t work out and
the NZDJPY and CADJPY pairs have remained range-bound despite that.
Chances are that the range-trading environment across Fx pairs will continue for a while,
though a breakout can occur quickly if there is a breakthrough on the Brexit or US-China
issues.
For now, however, a cautious approach to trading and with reduced lot sizes is
recommended until Fx pairs gain traction in a specific direction.

Potential for tactical EURCHF long
With all that said, we can try a tactical long trade in the EURCHF pair with a small
position and with a tight stop. The pair has broken out of a bearish channel on the daily
chart recently and has slowly started to move up.
There are risks to the trade this week, however, with the ECB meeting on and EU PMIs
on Thursday. However, those can turn out positive for the pair (particularly if the PMIs
rebound and are better than expected, although that is not very likely) in which case
EURCHF would be supported higher with the 1.1400 level being the first important
technical level.

Entry:


Look to enter around current levels (1.1328), but preferably closer to the
support trendline and the 1.1300 level.

Stop loss:


Below 1.1300. This level could be penetrated, but it's important that
EURCHF doesn't close below it on the daily chart. Any attempts at 1.1300
should preferably be quickly rejected even on intraday charts such as the 1hour timeframe.

Target:


Toward 1.1400

Trade signals from the past week


January 17, 2019 – Short NZDJPY from 73.50, stop triggered at 74.10 =-60 pips
(featured in full newsletter)



January 17, 2019 – Short CADJPY from 81.85, stop triggered at 82.30 =-45 pips
(featured in full newsletter)

TOTAL: -105 pips in the past week
TOTAL: +623 pips profit since the beginning of October
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Hey! This is Philip with an update on some of the latest developments in the Forex
market!

Remain cautious but ready to take trading opportunities - Why price action
is choppy and sideways? Forex Update
It has been a dull time in markets lately with price action remaining choppy, range-bound
and often unpredictable but almost always returning in the predefined ranges. We have
tried trading a number of tactical opportunities but it didn’t work well in the past few
weeks. The NZDJPY, and CADJPY trades from last week, and the EURCHF trade this
week all ended with the stop being hit.
Currently, there is no clear trend in the Forex market. There are a number of uncertanties
and problems that traders and investors are worried about at the moment and they affect
pretty much all the major currencies that we like to trade.
Let’s briefly look at the main issues that are keeping the market at a standstill as an
overview of the current fundamentals in the market.

USD
Trade Wars and Trump’s policies
The US-China trade tensions continue - creating a binary outcome for the USD and
particularly for risk-sensitive currencies. If a deal is reached quickly risk will rally
(USDJPY, AUDUSD, NZDUSD). If tensions escalate, risk will sell off and these
currencies will fall. For the moment, the outcome is completely uncertain, so investors
avoid taking bets and hence markets remain in a range.
The ongoing Government shutdown
Longest in US history. While so far it has not affected markets too much, workers are not
getting paid and the longer it lasts the bigger problems it could create. It’s another worry
on investors minds that could escalate or be solved quickly - affecting USD either

positively or negatively depending on the outcome.

Euro
Brexit
The outcome of Brexit will also affect the Euro similarly to the Pound only to a lesser
degree.
France yellow vests and other populist movements in Europe.
The timing is particularly tricky with the EU Parliament elections scheduled for May this
year. If the populists gather momentum and popularity, it will be bearish for the Euro, on
the other hand, if the tensions are defused, that will be bullish for the Euro.
A quick solution doesn’t seem likely, so it’s possible that the May elections could be a big
risk event for the Euro, although that is still too far in the future to currently have a
material impact.
The ongoing unexpected deceleration of the EU economy
Yesterday’s ECB meeting sent the Euro currency on a rollercoaster ride although Draghi
was clearly dovish.
Positioning on the Euro is stretched to the short side (thus limiting downside/bearish
potential) and this is why we are also seeing EURUSD recovering today despite a big
bearish day yesterday. Essentially, EURUSD is returning inside of the 1.13 - 1.15 range.

GBP
Brexit is the obvious main risk
Once Brexit uncertainty is removed in some way (either positively or negatively) GBP

will either shoot higher or drop like a rock. But at the moment, we don’t know what will
happen so the currency is stuck in broader ranges.
It would be a huge risk to bet on one of the Brexit outcomes as all the options are still
open. GBP is up in the past few days because the chances of a no deal Brexit have
decreased. Nonetheless, they are not completely gone so rallies in GBP will remain
gradual and limited for as long as that is the case.

Risky and safe haven currencies
The other major currencies remain range-bound due to reasons mainly related to the above
issues.
JPY and CHF are safe havens while NZD, AUD, and CAD are risky currencies. So,
essentially, they are all affected by Trump's trade wars, Brexit, European populism and
deceleration in the major economies.
AUD and NZD, in particular, will soar if there is good news related to US-China trade
tensions, and if tensions escalate further then JPY and CHF will soar while AUD and
NZD will drop sharply.
But again, we don't know what the outcome of US-China trade talks or Brexit will be. So,
taking trades before these are clarified is the same as gambling.
For now, therefore, we remain cautious and on the sidelines, but still ready to take
new opportunities. Particularly the uncertainties over Brexit or US-China trade
tensions could be cleared quickly on a breakthrough which will likely provide some
good trading opportunities.
Over the long run, it’s better to wait and trade high probability trades then trying to
trade in choppy ranges and sideways markets. For these reasons, at the moment I’m
not recommending any trades.
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Hey! This is Philip with an update on the events that will affect Forex pairs this week!

We continue to monitor the events closely and look for any potential good trading
opportunities. Due to the many important events that are taking place this week,
taking trades is highly risky in the current environment.

Forex Update - It’s A Busy Calendar Week - EURUSD Could
Finally Break Out Of The Range, Watching USDJPY And Risk
Sentiment Also
Important events are lined up on the calendar for this week and we may finally see a
breakout of this dreaded and boring EURUSD range that has lasted for more than 3
months now.
Essentially, there are many conflicting forces at the moment that could drive EURUSD
either up or down. The market is confused and has stayed in a range for the past 3 months.
But the time for a breakout is nearing, we must only first see which direction that is going
to be.
The week is packed with important events, starting with today’s Fed meeting and
then continuing with EU GDP tomorrow and EU CPI and the Non-Farm Payrolls on
Friday. Additionally, there is the Brexit saga and the Trump-China trade tensions
that could inject sudden volatility across the markets.
The main focus for the Fed meeting today is how hawkish or dovish their stance will be.
As usual, it’s likely that trading during and after the meeting will be a rollercoaster ride,
so we will be waiting for more clarity before attempting to take any trades.
The recent fall in the Dollar (at the end of the last week and continuing this week)
suggests markets are expecting a fully dovish Fed later today. The risk is that the Fed
could surprise and maintain their December stance which would be interpreted as
hawkish. In this scenario, we will watch how USD pairs react, but also risk-sensitive
pairs will be affected strongly (such as AUDJPY and NZDJPY).

If the Fed is very hawkish it could cause another risk-off reaction which will
potentially provide short opportunities on JPY pairs.
That is not to say that we will look to enter trades immediately this week, however.
In fact, as we can see from observing the EURUSD range itself, there were many fake
breakouts both to the downside (below 1.1300) and to the upside (above 1.1500).
So, we will watch how these events unfold for the rest of the week and how the market
reacts to them. Probably, after the markets digest the news and the dust settles, there will
be some higher-probability trade setups to take advantage of.
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Hey! This is Philip with another trade idea of the Profitable Forex Newsletter!

Long USDJPY after strong NFP and ISM
So, after a rollercoaster ride in the week between a more dovish than expected Fed
Wednesday and a solid NFP and ISM Manufacturing today, we are now seeing the
USDJPY pair rebounding above 109.00.
The near-term fundamentals are bullish given that US economic data is still robust,
despite the Fed being more dovish than expected earlier this week. Positive comments on
US-China trade talks this week should also support USDJPY higher over the next week.
The technicals are bullish as well on the daily and 4-hour timeframes. Based on the charts
below, USDJPY is likely to reach 111.00 over the coming days which is also our final
target for this trade.
110.00 will of course act as resistance, but with enough momentum buyers will be able to
push through it.

Entry:




Around current levels 109.40 (or wait for small consolidation to enter). A
break above 109.50 will signal that USDJPY is on the way to 110.00 which
can be reached rather quickly.
The entry can also be executed on Monday if USDJPY consolidates for the
rest of the day instead of continuing higher.

Stop loss:



1st: 110.00
2nd: 111.00

Target:


Below 109.00. As the price progresses higher the stop can be moved higher
too.

We will send an update on this trade as the things progress.
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Good evening traders,
This is Philip with another trade idea of the Profitable Forex Newsletter!

Short EURUSD on bearish inverted H&S pattern
Last week was a rollercoaster ride for the EURUSD currency pair. It jumped sharply
higher after the Fed meeting as the FOMC and chairman Powell delivered a stronger than
expected dovish message.
However, the rally was rejected at the 1.1500 level and then the decline continued after
the strong US data on Friday. The market was positioned against the Dollar and that
coupled with the stronger than expected surprise in the Non-Farm Payrolls data, suggests
that USD could continue to strengthen this week as traders reverse their short USD
positions.
New data about the EU economy will be released this week, and chances are if the
slowdown continues, it should further pressure the Euro to the downside, and especially
EURUSD considering the strength in the US economy.
Overall, the 1.1300 - 1.1500 range in EURUSD remains intact, so we are trying to take on
a short-term opportunity of the market potentially reversing positions after the storm has
(the pivotal events of the last week have) passed.
Additionally, the technical picture is now favorable for more bearish price action as
EURUSD just completed an inverted head and shoulders bearish pattern which points to a
target of 1.1360.
If things progress, as described and EU data remains weak or surprises to the downside,
then this target should be easily reachable and could be overshoot also. However, given
the market bias to dislike the US Dollar (due to some long-term factors) we should be
ready to manage this trade quickly if things start to reverse.
Hence, the stop loss can be moved to breakeven once/if the trade goes in our favor.

Entry:


Look to enter short close to the 1.1460 neckline of the H&S pattern. Current
levels (1.1430) are also ok to do that given that the stop will be around 30 pips
while the target is around 80 pips

Stop loss:


Above the 1.1460 highs and above the neckline

Target:


1.1350 round number level. The target of the H&S is 1.1360, but if the
downtrend gains momentum, 1.1350 is also likely to be reached. We will,
nevertheless, actively manage the trade.

Trade signals from the past two weeks
Week January 21 – January 25, 2019



January 22, 2019 – Long EURCHF from 1.1325, stop triggered at 1.1300 = -25
pips (featured in full and free newsletter)

Week January 28 – February 01, 2019


February 01, 2019 - Long USDJPY from 109.40, 1st target reached at 110.00,
aiming for 2nd target (in progress)

TOTAL: -25 pips
TOTAL: +598 pips profit since the beginning of October
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Hey! This is Philip with another trade idea of the Profitable Forex Newsletter!

Gold shorts attractive at current levels
Gold has staged a strong rally at the end of the last year and in January this year before it
hit resistance at $1326. The yellow metal has now fallen since the peak on January 31 and
is consolidating around the $1315 level.
With the recovery in stock markets and the return of risk appetite after the Fed
announcement for a more neutral and data dependent rate hiking path, the risk for Gold is
a retest of the $1300 round number level in the near-term. The case for a deeper pullback
is stronger especially when we consider that long Gold positions have reached levels that
are a bit extreme.
The risk aversion in the past 2 - 3 months that drove Gold higher has subsided and other
risk-sensitive assets have retraced the moves while Gold has overshot a bit. The solid US
data from the last and this week gives no reason for the Fed to be even more dovish,
rather, on the contrary, the data confirmed the US economy is still going strong.
So, the path of least resistance for Gold here is down, probably not so much due to selling
as much as Gold bulls taking profit and closing positions which can also drive the price
notably lower.

Gold technicals
The technicals also confirm the potential for bearish price action from here. The RSI on
the daily and weekly charts is at or near overbought levels. There is also RSI bearish
divergence on the daily chart.
On the 1-hour chart, which is shown below, we see a downside channel with the price
consolidating near its resistance trendline. Support is at $1311.50 and a break here could
result in a quick fall below $1310.00 and toward $1300.
There is the potential for a head and shoulders pattern here as well which points to a target
around $1290.

Overall the current levels appear attractive to take a short position on Gold with a
minimum target at $1300.

Entry:


Enter close to current levels ($1313) or closer to $1315 if possible.



Alternatively, you can wait for a breakout of the consolidation range (below
$1311.50 as described above) which would be a safer way to trade the
situation.

Stop loss:


The stop can be placed just above $1315, but there is a risk for a small spike
through this level. So, to give more breathing room, we can place the stop at
$1320.

Target:


1st to $1300



If this move gets going, there is potential for Gold to reach $1290 and $1280,
so these can be used as 2nd and 3rd targets.
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Hey! This is Philip with another trade idea of the Profitable Forex Newsletter!

Theresa May Goes To Brussels For A New Round Of Talks,
GBPUSD Forms Bullish Harmonic Bat
The GBPUSD currency pair is reaching interesting technical levels just as Theresa May is
heading to Brussels to seek renegotiation of the Brexit deal with the EU. The Bank of
England is also meeting today so it is likely to be a volatile day for Sterling.
Brexit developments still dominate GBP trading, so the Bank of England will probably
keep everything on hold and likely will not cause much volatility today. On the other
hand, the UK PM May will meet with EU leaders today and any news headlines are more
likely to move GBP.
Expectations are pretty low that Theresa May will make some progress in talks today as
the negotiations look as stuck as ever. However, that environment of low expectations
while GBPUSD is reaching interesting support levels could set up the pair for a nice
bounce and rally even at the slightest positive comment from the talks today.

The Technicals - Bullish Harmonic Bat Near Completion
GBPUSD is reaching interesting levels around and below the 1.2900 handle. The
harmonic support zone of the bat pattern that is shown on the chart below stretches from
1.2870 to 1.2900. Usually, once the harmonic support is reached the price starts to react,
can consolidate and stabilize a bit before rebounding, or it can also just touch the
harmonic zone and jump quickly higher.
Of course, there are cases when harmonic patterns fail miserably also, but that is not a
common occurrence. The great thing about harmonic patterns is that they are very precise
patterns with clear entry, stop and target levels.
Based on the harmonic bat pattern below, there are good probabilities for GBPUSD to
jump by 100 - 150 pips while the risk for the trade is around 30 pips.

Additionally, GBPUSD is also currently trading in a downward channel which when
broken to the upside will further confirm the harmonic bat pattern. The channel can be
traded from the bullish side in such a scenario even without the Bat pattern, so that is
another aspect by which to judge sentiment.
So, trading GBP remains highly volatile and risky due to all the Brexit noise, but given
the harmonic bat and the overall sentiment, taking a shot at a long position today seems
like a trade worth taking.

Entry:


Look to enter in the harmonic support area 1.2900 - 1.2875/70, either
manually or by placing a pending buy order. A safer way is to wait for a
bullish pattern to be formed in the harmonic support zone which will be a
confirmation that the support is working.

Stop loss:



The stop goes slightly below the harmonic support. So, in this case, we can
allow several pips of breathing room below 1.2870. It is even better if a bullish
pattern will form as the probabilities for the trade to work well will increase.

Target:


1st target (38.2% Fib retracement of the AD leg) stands around 1.2990 -



1.3000.
2nd target (61.8% Fib retracement of the AD leg) stands around 1.3050 1.3060
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Good evening traders,
This is Philip with another trade idea of the Profitable Forex Newsletter!

Bullish Inverted Head And Shoulders On AUDNZD 1-H Chart
Long AUDNZD still appears like an interesting trade that could offer nice profits as a
swing trade. But, timing the exact point in time when it starts to move up has been tricky
over the past several weeks, as the pair continued to make bearish attempts.
However, after last week’s bad employment report from New Zealand, it seems that
AUDNZD could start to move higher as the AUDNZD rate gets repriced for a more
dovish Reserve Bank of New Zealand (RBNZ).
What’s more, the RBNZ meets tonight (or tomorrow morning New Zeland time) and
aside from the bad employment report, things have not been looking good in other parts of
the economy also. So, the RBNZ doesn’t have many reasons to be positive or hawkish
about and that should help to weaken NZD and drive AUDNZD higher.
Technically, an inverted bullish head and shoulders pattern has formed and AUDNZD is
just now banging on the neckline which stands around 1.0530. If it manages to break it,
the projection target of the head of the pattern points to the 1.0660 area which is where the
January highs stand.
So, it seems like a good technical setup as well as supported by the latest fundamental
developments.
It is very likely that a breakout above the neckline will occur on the RBNZ meeting if they
deliver a dovish message as described above. On the other hand, a neutral message should
not be the reason for a big fall in AUDNZD, hence the probabilities favor AUDNZD to
move higher around and after this risk event.

Entry:



Look to enter around current levels (1.0525) or as close as possible to the
1.0480 lows.
Alternatively, you can wait for a bullish breakout of the neckline (above
1.0530) which would be a safer way to trade the setup. However, in this case,
the price may move further away from this area before you get a chance to
enter.

Stop loss:


The 1.0480 lows should hold so the stop should go below them

Target:


The 1.0660 area. The round number 1.0650 level can be used as a specific
level.

The longer-term outlook is also bullish for AUDNZD and suggests the pair should move
toward 1.0900 - 1.1000 over the coming months. So, under the right fundamentals,

AUDNZD could continue higher. For that, most likely a US-China trade deal will need to
be reached as the trade war between US and China has been one of the main factors that
kept AUDNZD weak for so long.

Trade signals from the past week



February 01, 2019 - Long USDJPY from 109.40, target reached at 110.00 = +60
pips profit (featured in full newsletter)
February 04, 2019 – Short EURUSD from 1.1430, target reached at 1.1350 = +80
pips profit (featured in full and free newsletter)




February 04, 2019 – Short Gold from $1313.50, exited manually at $1307.50 =
+$6 per ounce = +60 pips profit (featured in full newsletter)
February 04, 2019 – Long GBPUSD from 1.2875, target reached at 1.2990 = +115
pips profit (featured in full newsletter)

TOTAL: +315 pips profit in the last week
TOTAL: +913 pips profit since the beginning of October
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Hey! This is Philip with another trade idea of the Profitable Forex Newsletter!

Short EURJPY After Bad US Data
Short EURJPY is an interesting trade for a while, but the pair was supported higher over
the past several weeks due to the return of risk appetite which drove JPY weakness across
the board in JPY pairs. Despite a weak Euro, EURJPY is trading roughly sideways since
the start of the year as the Yen has remained weak also.
But now that USDJPY has reached the 111.00 resistance area and the S&P 500 gets
rejected at the 200-day moving average, things can start to shift for EURJPY and another
bearish leg seems likely, at least as part of the broader range if not bigger.
The dismal US retail sales reports today reversed some of the gains of the Dollar, but the
market is still digesting the news so the subsequent reaction would likely continue into
tomorrow’s trading day.
The technicals are pretty clear on EURJPY. The pair was rejected twice, yesterday and
today, from the levels around 125.40 and is now below the 125.00 round number. It is
now making new lows on the day which suggest that it can continue lower toward the
previous lows (around 124.20).
The fundamentals favor a short EURJPY as the Euro should be weaker than the Yen due
to the weakness in the EU economy. What could help EURJPY to break the range to the
downside is if risk appetite wanes from here and the S&P 500 breaks the support trendline
below 2720. USDJPY would likely head to 110.00 and below again as a result. But, for
now, none of that has happened, so we are aiming for a conservative target on this
EURJPY trade - toward the 124.20 support at the prior lows.

Entry:


Look for short entries around current levels near 125.00

Stop loss:


The 125.45 highs should not be tested again, but the stop can go slightly lower
- above the 125.25 swing highs from today.

Target:


Around 124.20 lows support
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Hey! This is Philip with an update on the Fx market!

Forex update, the market remains directionless in general
Last week, most trade ideas we sent worked well as we spotted different tactical
opportunities based on technicals and sentiment. Still, those opportunities were part of the
broader ranges and the ongoing directionless environment in the Forex market continues.
We’ve seen many of the moves we profited on last week are being reversed this week.
This suggests it’s still best to remain cautious and with a range-trading mindset in
this environment.
The US Dollar has been strong lately, but progressing even higher from here will be
difficult and new catalysts by strong economic data will be needed. On the other hand, if
US data disappoints the Dollar will have a lot of room to fall and that could happen rather
quickly.
Essentially, the market continues to look for which is the least bad currency and not
which is the best one in the current market environment.
With a weakening EU and global economy, the USD remains the preferred choice and has
been well-supported. But that can still quickly change shall things start to improve
elsewhere (particularly in Europe).

EURUSD update
This week there weren’t as many opportunities. As we can see, EURUSD reached the big
support at the 1.13 area, fell below the 1.1300 level and tried to rebound above it twice,
but remains heavy and still seems like it can go lower from here.
However, the bias in the market is still to buy the pair on any small bit of good news, so
for the moment, selling EURUSD is not attractive at these levels, at least not until it
convincingly clears the support here (which is the 1.1200 - 1.1300 area on larger
timeframes).

One notable development on EURUSD is the weekly break below the 200-week moving
average (currently at 1.1334). If this week closes below it again (most likely now it seems
it will), it will be a significant bearish signal from a technical analysis point of view. So,
probably we are going to start looking for bearish patterns from next week in this
scenario.
Also, the focus will now start to turn to the new set of preliminary EU sentiment data (EU
PMIs, German Ifo Business Climate, German ZEW index etc) which is to be released next
week. Chances are if the new data remains weak, or is weaker than the expectations,
EURUSD would finally make a definite break below the 1.1200 low and probably head to
1.1000.
So, in any case, under such a scenario we’ll probably be looking to sell the Euro either
against the USD or some other currency, depending on which one will be best positioned
to gain.

USDJPY

USDJPY had a big red day yesterday in response to the weak retail sales report from the
US. The pair was also at big resistance around 111.00, after rising steadily for two weeks
(and It also reached our second target at 111.00 on the USDJPY trade from a few weeks
ago).
This pair is correlated with risk sentiment and the S&P 500 Index. The S&P is still
holding above its support trendline from the December lows, but if it’s broken to the
downside sentiment can worsen and that could also drive USDJPY (and JPY pairs in
general) quickly lower. For now, we are just monitoring how things are developing.

AUDNZD
The AUDNZD trade didn’t work well, but still, the move on the RBNZ seems
exaggerated and excessive given that the central bank didn’t make a big shift in policy but
only slightly disappointed dovish expectations.
It will be no surprise if AUDNZD soon reverses these loses in the coming weeks, but, in
any case, we’ll be looking for new opportunities at a later time.

GBP - Still nothing big on Brexit
GBP remains at the mercy of Brexit headlines and is, therefore, a risky choice when it
comes to trading. We are staying away from it unless we spot a really good pattern or
some sentiment driven move that can be exploited for profits.
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Hey! This is Philip with another trade idea of the Profitable Forex Newsletter!

Looking to sell EURUSD toward 1.1400
After closing below the 200 weekly moving average last week we are watching the
EURUSD currency pair this week and the down move is being reversed as we pretty
much suspected.
The US Dollar is losing value today as Cleveland Fed President Loretta Mester was out
speaking today saying that she supports halting quantitative tightening this year. Mester is
considered a hawkish member of the Fed so such a dovish message from a hawk comes as
a bit of a surprise, which is probably why there is a big reaction in the Dollar.
Nonetheless, she also said that another rate hike is likely this year, but the markets are not
focusing on this part of her speech. EURUSD is rallying on broad USD weakness, but the
rally is likely to falter, especially because the European Central Bank is also turning
dovish. We are awaiting European economic data on the calendar this week and that could
be the pivotal point that may start the next bearish leg in the Euro.

Technical Analysis
Looking at the charts, the big resistance nearby now is in the 1.1400 area.
On the weekly chart, we can see the close below the 200-WMA and the breakout (close)
below the consolidation range. It now seems that EURUSD is attempting to retest the
broken support trendline of this range (which is in the 1.1400 area).

On the daily chart, we are seeing 55-day and 100-day moving averages close to the 1.1400
area. The broken support trendline is also in the same area, so 1.1400 will probably be big
resistance and a good point to sell once the price is rejected there.
Slightly higher, in the 1.1450 area, we see the major weekly resistance trendline that goes
back to the start of the EURUSD downtrend in March/April last year. The wider band of
the resistance trendline is highlighted in blue.

The 1.1450 - 1.1500 area is, therefore, major resistance in EURUSD. If it is broken
the outlook will turn bullish on the weekly chart too.
However, at the moment, it doesn’t seem that EURUSD will come near it this week,
so we will be looking for sell signals in the 1.1400 weekly/daily confluence resistance
area.
The targets would be 1.1200 initially, and then to 1.1000.
I will send an additional email with the specific entry/stop levels once and if this trade is
triggered.

Trade signals from the past week


February 12, 2019 - Long AUDNZD from 1.0530, stop triggered at 1.0480 = -50



pips (featured in full and free newsletter)
February 14, 2019 - Short EURJPY from 124.97, closed near target at 124.40 =
+57 pips profit (featured in full newsletter)

TOTAL: +7 pips profit in the last week
TOTAL: +920 pips profit since the beginning of October
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Hey! This is Philip with another trade idea of the Profitable Forex Newsletter!

Selling EURJPY on bearish harmonic butterfly
EURJPY has been rising over the past few days, but this morning a bearish harmonic
butterfly pattern appears on the intraday timeframes.
We know that harmonic patterns are very precise and effective patterns, and allow for
great entries with a tight stop and good risk-reward.
Furthermore, a short EURJPY trade is short Euro exposure without the US Dollar. As we
discussed yesterday, things are turning increasingly bearish for the Euro and we are
waiting for EURUSD to go slightly higher and to form some bearish signals/patterns
before selling it.
On EURJPY this harmonic butterfly could be the bearish signal that starts the next leg
down. Additionally, the pair is close to the 126.00 round number level and to the upper
end of the January/February trading range, so that strengthens the resistance around the
current levels and even makes a nice confluence area.

Entry:



Look to enter near the harmonic resistance zone 125.80 - 125.90.

Stop loss:


Slightly above 126.00. Harmonic patterns are usually very precise patterns, so
there is no need for a wide stop.

Target:



1st 125.49 (38.2% Fib retracement of CD leg)
2nd 125.20 (61.8% Fib retracement of CD leg)

If the bearish move gathers momentum, EURJPY could continue lower and exceed
the two targets. The next support levels lower would be the 125.00 round number
and the 124.50 bottom end of the January-February range.
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Hey! This is Philip with another trade idea of the Profitable Forex Newsletter!

AUDUSD and NZDUSD at resistance, shorts attractive!
Trend trading is a distant memory in the Forex market these days as the ranges continue to
hold pretty much across all of the major currencies.
With that in mind, most of the sharp price swings are getting reversed shortly thereafter
and we are noticing that the AUDUSD and the NZDUSD currency pairs are at resistance
at the 0.7200 and 0.6900 areas respectively.
The outlook for both the Australian and New Zealand Dollars is bearish as economic
growth and inflation remain weak. The currencies have appreciated over the past 2 weeks
and have now hit resistance, indicating that it may be time for a reversal.
The US Dollar, on the other hand, continues to be the favored choice among investors in a
time where all other major economies are doing worse than the US. Even today’s CB
Consumer Confidence report from the US was much better than expectations - confirming
that the US economy is still running well.
Below we look at the harts and specific levels for AUDUSD and NZDUSD:

AUDUSD
AUDUSD has recovered toward the 0.7200 resistance area amid positive developments in
the US-China trade negotiations. However, the slow and only gradual rise in the price in
response to the “good news” suggests that it will be difficult for AUDUSD to stage a
major breakout above such an important resistance.
With the US Dollar likely to stay firm and an increasing number of economists expecting
a further slowdown in the Australian economy, AUDUSD seems like an attractive sell at
levels near the 0.7200 area.

Entry:


Near the 0.7200 area; current levels of around 0.7180 are also acceptable
entries as this price is close to the resistance.

Stop loss:


Above the 0.7200 resistance area. This could, however, stretch toward the
0.7230 level specifically, which should hold any bullish attempts.

Target:


Toward the 0.7080 support trendline

NZDUSD
Similarly to the Aussie, NZDUSD has been rising toward 0.6900, but this area too is a
major resistance for the pair, hence a good opportunity to look for short (sell) entries.

The potential target would be toward the 0.6770 support trendline as shown on the chart
with the 0.6800 round number level support coming before it.

Entry:


Near the 0.6900 resistance area; current levels of 0.6885 also provide a good
entry opportunity near this resistance.

Stop loss:


Slightly above 0.6900; can stretch to 0.6930

Target:



1st - 0.6800 support
2nd - toward support trendline around 0.6750
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Hey! This is Philip with an update on the Fx marekt and the EURUSD pair

An important week ahead with ECB and NFP - Staying on the
sidelines for now
We are into an important week in the Fx market and have the ECB meeting scheduled
tomorrow and US Non-Farm Payrolls and other jobs data on Friday.
As is usual on such weeks, markets are awaiting the big events and volatility decreases
ahead of the pivotal events. Hence, we are not expecting any high-probability moves until
the clouds clear.
The EURUSD pair will be particularly affected this week and the ECB meeting and NFP
may finally lead to a more sustainable breakout in the pair. We will be watching the
events and the price action closely and look for any potential opportunities.
The base outlook is with a bearish bias. The ECB is expected to be dovish, but for
EURUSD, it’s important how dovish the ECB is going to be? Like, are they preparing to
take action by providing new monetary stimulus or will they only downgrade the
economic outlook?
For the US Dollar, another strong Non-Farm Payrolls report will be the best scenario that
can drive EURUSD lower into a bearish breakout. We won’t know that until we see the
numbers of the reports, and hence for now, staying on the sidelines is a better option than
trying to pick a direction while there is none.
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Hey! This is Philip with another update on the Fx market

Going into the NFP today & Brexit votes next week - Still staying
away from this market
This week was packed with important events for the different Forex pairs and predicting
their direction has been highly uncertain as is usually the case in these situations. We have
stayed away from trading so far and watch the final round of data releases today out of the
US and Canada.
Today we are heading into the Non-Farm Payrolls and there is also the jobs report out of
Canada. This guarantees volatility on the USDCAD pair, but picking a direction to trade it
is not something that can be done with a good degree of certainty. The fate of USDCAD
today will be decided by the US and Canadian jobs data and the pair can soar
higher, drop like a rock or remain sideways depending on what the reports show.

EURUSD
The Euro fell yesterday after the dovish ECB, but a continuation of the trend to the
downside is not guaranteed as the outcome was largely priced in. European economic data
that was released this morning was mostly positive and EURUSD is already recovering
slightly as a result. There is lots of support around 1.1200 and if the NFP today is weaker
than expectations then EURUSD can reverse the loses.
The outcome of the US Non-Farm Payrolls today can certainly provide some trading
opportunities and we will certainly be prepared to take advantage of that. However, some
bigger deviations from the consensus forecasts will be needed for that (either positive or
negative).

UK Parliament votes on Brexit next week
Further, in the UK, the all-important 3 votes in the UK Parliament on Brexit next week is
another big risk factor that the market is probably holding off for. The votes will mainly
affect GBP, but also the Euro and the general risk sentiment in the market. So, Fx pairs

may remain in ranges going into this event with a slight positive risk bias (since the wide
expectations are still for a positive outcome on Brexit).
In light of these events, we are still recommending that it’s best to stay away from
trading until there is more clarity on the outlook and higher-probability
opportunities are provided.
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Hey! This is Philip with another trade idea and an update on the Fx market

Considering Long JPY (short USDJPY, AUDJPY & EURJPY)
Unpredictable reversal moves continue this week across the Fx pairs, especially in GBP
pairs. This was to be expected due to the Brexit votes that are taking place in the UK
Parliament, as we noted last week.
We are still staying away from GBP as there is too much noise driving the price action to
make a high-probability trade, although the bias is GBP bullish given the latest
developments.
Elsewhere, EURUSD also reversed all the losses it took on the dovish ECB last week and
the USD gave up a lot of the gains of last week versus pretty much all the other major
currencies.
In such times of uncertainty, it can be hard to find trading opportunities with good
probability for success. Usually, it’s better to stay away from trading and keep the pips
you’ve already made instead of trying to win when the odds are against you.

Seasonal Long JPY March 10 - March 23
One interesting trade idea though could be a long JPY trade which is based on a seasonality
pattern in the Yen around the end of the Japanese fiscal year. Namely, the Yen tends to
strengthen (USDJPY falling) between the period of March 10 to March 23, after which a
reversal occurs and the Yen weakens from March 23 to March 31 (USDJPY rising). The
pattern has over 90% success rate in the last 10 years. This institutional insight was provided
by our partners at eFXPlus.
How successful the pattern will be this time remains to be seen. But, a short USDJPY
position around current levels is interesting due to other factors as well which means the
pattern can work again. The JPY was the only currency last week that was stronger than the
Dollar and this week the USD is already losing nearly all of the gains from last week. This
alone is a telling USD bearish sign.

Further, all the important economic data from the US this week were below the
expectations. Although far from terrible, this pushes out Fed rate hikes further out and has
turned the USD sentiment this week.
Here we show the USDJPY chart:

Entry:


Around current levels (111.20) or higher if possible

Stop loss:


Above 111.50 (200 and 100 DMAs) on a daily close. Intraday, however, the
price can push higher so the stop can be placed above 111.70 to allow more
room.

Target:


The 110.00 psychological area

Short AUDJPY and EURJPY also appear interesting, but there are other risk factors for
those pairs and it seems like they can still make a push higher from current levels. I will
send another note if these trades are triggered.
Nonetheless, even if the short USDJPY pattern doesn’t work, that still gives us a chance to
reverse
and
play
it
from
the
long
side
from
March
23.

Exclusive eFX discount only for our subscribers:
All FX Trading Revolution visitors and subscribers can exclusively order the eFX services
with a discount - simply click on the button below and subscribe to eFX to follow the trades
of the biggest FX banks. In the past year, eFXplus trade signals from the largest FX
institutions made 4,370 pips in profit!

Click Here and Order or Explore More About eFX Now
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Hey! This is Philip with another trade idea of the Profitable Forex Newsletter!

Going with the short EURJPY & AUDJPY
We are proceeding with the two EURJPY and AUDJPY trades we mentioned in the
previous email. Although the stop-out level on the short USDJPY trade was reached, the
pair is again back below 111.70 at the moment and looks to be heading lower. The bearish
seasonal pattern on USDJPY for the period from March 10 to March 23 that we discussed
can still work.
Considering that USDJPY is now higher than where it was at the start of this week if the
pattern works there is a nice room for profits to be made if USDJPY falls below the opening
level of the week.
This tailwind for the Yen during this period can drive other JPY crosses lower. Hence, short
AUDJPY and short EURJPY are also interesting trades.

Short AUDJPY
AUDJPY is being rejected from its highs today and near the prior highs from last week.
The pair is now trading below the 79.00 level and signs of a top on both USDJPY and
AUDUSD also confirm a bearish bias for AUDJPY.
Entry:


Around current levels (79.00)

Stop loss:


Above the 79.50 highs from last week

Target:


78.00 - 77.80 area at the previous low

Short EURJPY
EURJPY is today making a break below a 6-day rising channel on the 1-hour chart. As on
AUDJPY, both EURUSD and USDJPY are showing signs of a top which is supportive for
EURJPY to move down from here.
Entry:


Around current levels (126.15)

Stop loss:


Above the 126.50 highs

Target:



Toward the 125.00 area and the previous lows (around 124.50)
If the bear trend accelerates then, EURJPY could go even lower, but for now
it is too early to talk about that
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Hey! This is Philip with another trade idea of the Profitable Forex Newsletter!

Time to sell EURUSD again?
The EURUSD currency pair is trading at interesting levels again - ahead of the FOMC
meeting tomorrow. Markets are preparing for a dovish Fed which opens up room for a
hawkish surprise from the US central bank.
The fall in the Dollar over the last week and the fact that the currency is staying at those
levels is a sign that traders have been preparing for a dovish Fed. However, the Fed doesn’t
have that many reasons to be as dovish anymore. The stock market is back up to preDecember levels and the economy is still doing OK, although running at a somewhat slower
pace now.
The focus tomorrow will be on the rate hike dot-plot and the economic projections. In
December, they forecasted two more rate hikes for this year, but markets are only expecting
one or none. If FOMC members again forecast 2 more rate hikes this year then that will be
hawkish and the USD is likely to gain.
Further, their projections for inflation and GDP will also be closely watched by traders to
gauge the hawkishness or dovishness of the Fed's message.
The technicals are also suggesting EURUSD’s easier path from here will be lower as the
pair has hit some important resistance around the 1.1350 level. Most importantly, this is
where the resistance trendline of the year to date falling channel stands, as well as the 50
and 100 day moving averages (orange and blue lines).
All of this is shown on the chart below.
The current levels offer a good opportunity to enter a short EURUSD position with a
relatively tight stop and good potential for larger profit targets.

Trade plan
Hold the trade going into the FOMC meeting. The pair will preferably already decline ahead
of the meeting, putting us in a small profit going into the risk event. Then, if the Fed is
dovish and EURUSD jumps, the risk to the trade will be minimal, and on the other hand, if
they surprise hawkishly and EURUSD falls the trade will deepen in profits. In this case, the
pair should easily break 1.1300 and could head toward the 1.1200 lows again.
Entry:


Around current levels near the 1.1350 area

Stop loss:


Above the 1.1370 trendline and moving averages resistance

Target:



1st - minor target at 1.1300



2nd - 1.1250



3rd 1.1200 lows
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Hey! This is Philip with another trade idea of the Profitable Forex Newsletter!

Long GBPUSD on USD Weakness and Positive Brexit Prospects
So, we are entering the final stages of the Brexit negotiations saga that drove most of the
GBP currency movements over the past 2 years.
Last week, the two sides agreed to extend the Brexit deadline by two weeks, from March
29 to April 12 - giving a boost to the currency. Previously, the UK Parliament voted in favor
of extending the deadline and against a no deal Brexit.
Given that the EU doesn’t want a “no deal” Brexit either (since it would also be
damaging to the EU economy), it appears that all roads are leading to a higher GBP.
While it’s not exactly clear yet how a “no deal” Brexit would be avoided and this worst
case scenario is still a possibility, the strong willingness on both sides to avoid it suggests
that a breakthrough is likely to be achieved or at least a longer extension of the Brexit
deadline would be agreed. Both scenarios would be GBP positive, though the first one to a
greater degree than the latter.
And while we have avoided trading GBP so far through the ups and downs of the last few
months, it appears that now it’s finally a good time to think about buying GBP against the
USD (long GBPUSD), especially after the UK Parliament ruled out “no deal” Brexit,
support for a second referendum is growing among UK citizens and the Fed announced an
end
to
their
tightening
cycle.

Fed turns full dovish, USD bull run likely done at this point
Aside from the positive outlook for GBP we have the negative USD outlook on the other
side of the GBPUSD trade. Last week the US Fed turned full dovish by saying that rates
won’t be raised this year and that QT will end in September. This is a major dovish shift at
the Fed that is sure to cut support for the Dollar as soon as things start to improve in other
economies.

A broad USD downtrend will help GBPUSD to move higher even without a too strong GBP
alone.

Technicals
Technically, the charts of the GBPUSD pair are also looking increasingly bullish and
supportive for the pair to reach the 1.3600 area in the coming weeks.
The last two weekly candles are particularly bullish as aside from the bullish formations,
they also closed above the 50 and 100 weekly moving averages.
The daily chart also prints bullish price action with parabolic like swings to the upside.
GBPUSD is trading within a steep rising channel that has support in the 1.3050 - 1.3000
area with the upper end of the channel being in the 1.3600 area - our target for this trade.

Trade plan
Volatility will certainly be high again and wild swings can be expected, but GBPUSD
should not close below the support trendline of the channel on the daily chart, and
particularly on a weekly basis. That would be the stop - exit condition for this trade.

Nonetheless, the probabilities suggest GBPUSD is likely to trade at 1.3600 in the coming
weeks which also puts a nice risk-reward from the current levels.
Entry:


Look to enter around current levels (1.3180) or as close as possible to the
support trendline of the channel.

Stop loss:


Below 1.3000 as described above

Target:


The 1.35 - 36 area as described above
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Hey! This is Philip with another trade idea of the Profitable Forex Newsletter!

Sell USDJPY (Pending) on Bearish Bat
USDJPY dropped notably last week with a big red candle on the weekly chart, but the pair
is now recovering in the beginning of the current trading week.
It has now reached even 50% of last week's candle and is near an important technical area
- namely the harmonic resistance zone of a bearish bat pattern.
This harmonic resistance is standing just above current price levels - in the 110.70 - 110.80
price area. Once the price reaches it if the pattern will work well a reversal should occur
fairly soon and take the pair to the first target of the pattern - the 38.2% Fibonacci
retracement of the CD leg, that is the 110.39 level.
A big advantage of harmonic patterns is that they allow us to place very tight stops, so in
this case, it can be placed just above the 110.80 level (say 110.90) with a pending SELL
order in the 110.70 - 110.80 area.

Entry:


110.70 - 110.80 area - harmonic resistance of the harmonic bat pattern

Stop loss:


above the harmonic resistance

Targets:


1st - 110.39 (38.2% Fib retracement)



2nd - 110.15 (61.8% Fib retracement)

USDJPY could take another leg lower on larger timeframes also
The potential to USDJPY to accelerate to the downside should not be underestimated
either, as we have seen in previous instances of risk aversion kicking in.
So, if things start moving in that direction it will be prudent to hold short USDJPY beyond
the levels of the specified targets.
For that to materialize, however, stock markets would need to start selling off aggressively
(maybe like we saw in late December last year) or some further specific USD weakness
will
could
trigger
another
wave
of
JPY
strength.
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